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Abstract
Commercial trucking is one of the largest employers of working-aged men in North
America and considered one of the most dangerous occupations. Commercial vehicles are
involved in approximately 20 per cent of collisions, most of which involve passenger vehicles.
Due to the size disparity between the vehicles, occupants in the smaller vehicles experience a
high rate of fatalities and injuries whereas the driver of the truck typically survives or
experiences physical injuries. What has not been extensively explored are the emotional and
mental health consequences of such events on those surviving truckers. The effects of job-related
trauma on professionals in a broad range of occupations has been explored in qualitative and
quantitative studies, however, studies on trauma experienced by truckers are less abundant.
Current and former commercial truck drivers conceptualized their direct experience of workrelated catastrophic and fatal collisions using Photovoice, a qualitative, arts-based method
combining visual and narrative inquiry that invites a phenomenological and intimate exploration
of the research topic. Participants completed a weekly photo and narrative assignment for seven
weeks and authored their assignment topics in weeks four through seven. The data they created
indicated that truckers experience negative mental health effects post-collision along with unique
challenges and barriers to recovery while also providing an exploration of related aspects of
trucking culture and community. This insight could be used to: 1) inform peer and professionally
delivered mental health and psychosocial interventions; 2) identify mental health as a workplace
vulnerability and potential hazard in trucking; and 3) guide medical and mental health
professionals on customization of services for this population.
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Chapter One - Introduction
Evidence of Things Not Seen
In journalism school in the late 1990s and again in my graduate studies two decades later,
instructors and professors emphasized the importance of looking critically and carefully at what
was evident – but to also look even more critically for what was absent or omitted. In my
photojournalism and reporting years, in the years when I ‘went to the Dark Side’ and worked in
politics, when I returned to the fold to work as a freelancer for small-market media, when I
taught news writing theory and photojournalism as a sessional instructor for the pre-journalism
Indian Communication Arts (INCA) program at First Nations University of Canada (FNUniv).
Even when I decided to change course entirely and become a driving examiner and traffic safety
instructor for Saskatchewan Government Insurance, I was always on the lookout for absences
and omissions in knowledge or policy and encouraged others to do likewise.
When I heard colleagues at the test office discussing a possible suicide-by-truck incident,
I ventured online looking for more details because local incidents sometimes came up in safety
classes. The April 13, 2017 online story by CTV journalist Cally Stephanow was not at all what I
expected. The main thrust of the story was not the driver of the semi-truck nor the deceased 63year-old man with dementia who walked out in front of the driver’s vehicle, but the mental
health of first responders tasked with cleaning up the collision site. Regina Fire Department
Deputy Chief of Operations told the reporters that critical incident supports and counselling care
were being provided to them because “It's such a traumatic experience it would affect anybody,”
and Regina psychologist Katherine Owens added that, in the aftermath of traumatic events like
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this, “Some folks do find themselves developing an acute stress disorder or post-traumatic stress
disorder if they’ve been a witness to something really traumatic” (Stephanow, 2017). The story
cited a formal statement from the driver’s employer, Manitoulin Transport, assuring the public
that there was nothing the 30-year trucking veteran could have done to prevent the collision and
further advised that, apart from difficulty sleeping, his condition was fair. The story ended by
stating that although Regina Police Service were investigating, charges would not be laid against
the unnamed truck driver.
As I was reading, I realized I was looking at the situation through two lenses –
photojournalist reporter and interdisciplinary graduate student – calibrated to focus on absence. It
is standard to omit the driver’s name when they are not charged, but to highlight the potential
negative mental health outcomes for first responders but not the lone survivor of the incident
stuck me as a very strange and uneven editorial choice. It also occurred to me that, when I
reported on and photographed collisions just like this one, I didn’t inquire either; in the interests
of avoiding liability, the status and circumstances of the driver warranted no further inquiry
unless they were charged. Yet now, I was consumed with knowing because the absence unsettled
me.
Later that same day, I asked a colleague who ran a trucking school about how truckers
coped with tragic incidents like this. He told me he would not be surprised if this driver ‘retired’
(making air quotes with his fingers as he spoke) in the same way another friend of his, also an
experienced trucker, had ‘retired’ after a head-on collision with a local teen whose vehicle
crossed into oncoming traffic on a different part of the same highway in December 2015. The
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first story I found about that incident, published December 8, 2015, was editorially neutral with
the headline centring the victim (“Girl, 17, killed in crash on Regina’s Ring Road,” 2015) but the
follow-up story published December 10, 2015, focussed on mental health supports brought into
the school for friends of the victim (“Grief Counsellors at Campbell Collegiate after Regina teen
dies in Ring Road crash,” 2015). Neither story named the driver and both stories described the
two people in the semi-truck as uninjured. With my curiosity piqued, I searched for more semiinvolved news articles, local and otherwise. I found more stories that centred victims and seldom
mentioned the trucker involved unless they were physically injured or charged in relation to the
collision. This was, for me, a glaring absence of a magnitude I could scarcely comprehend – that
the banality and ubiquity of harm was known, as evidenced by my trucking school colleague’s
remarks, yet not common knowledge, hit me like a fully-loaded B-train.
My faculty department head listened as I unspooled my emerging hypothesis and she
recommended that I review the literature on this topic. In a fairly antiquated opinion piece,
former long-haul trucker Dennis Kramer, now an adjunct professor at Glendale Community
College in Glendale, Arizona, wrote that “Research is just beginning to examine how those
involved are affected by the trauma. As yet, no research has looked specifically at reactions in
long-haul truckers” (Kramer, 2001). Nearly two decades later, there is still a dearth of
scholarship on the psychological consequences of collisions on truck drivers. As well, there was
little qualitative scholarship on truck drivers that “illuminates the complexity of human
experience” (Buchanan, & Keats, 2016, p. 166) from the point of view of the truck drivers
themselves. This research is my attempt to ameliorate that absence by enfranchising truck drivers
themselves to address the omission of their experiences.
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Justification for Research
Trucking is a dangerous occupation. Long-haul and commercial trucking is recognized as
being disproportionately detrimental to the physical and psychological health and welfare of
workers when compared to other professions (Apostolopoulos et al., 2014), and is considered
one of the most high-risk occupations in North America (Apostolopoulos et al., 2010). Research
has shown commercial truck drivers experience higher rates of depression, more instances of
mental distress, and that these conditions are often not reported in the media, or, when reported,
are not robustly quantified. In general, Shattell et al. (2012) make clear that more research on the
vulnerabilities faced by truckers is needed because,
It is unclear how the intertwined components and underlying mechanisms of the trucking
work environment trigger, exacerbate, or sustain US truck drivers’ mental health risks
and associated comorbidities. Nor is it known how widespread mental health-related
problems are in this occupational segment since no large-scale studies have been
conducted on the mental health-related problems of truck drivers. (p. 437)
Coincidently, this research has become even more timely and necessary following recent
media attention on truckers and the trucking industry in Canada. Hundreds of individuals
travelled in a so-called Freedom Convoy to cities and ports of entry to protest the end of
vaccination and testing exemptions for workers cross the U.S./Canada border (Connolly, 2022).
These demonstrations disrupted businesses, disrupted the lives of local residents, and became
associated with hateful extremist rhetoric (Connolly, 2022; Tasker, 2022; “Supporters of trucker
convoy delay traffic at Canada’s busiest border crossing,” 2022; Yun, 2022). Unless the nation’s
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goods are being transported via pick-up trucks and camper vans, the majority of protesters were
not truckers; moreover, many truckers vocally denounced these goings on (Balintec, 2022; Yun,
2022). Even so, this assemblage of dissent was linked to the industry despite the gross
misrepresentation and appropriation of the views held by the majority of the profession
(Balintec, 2022; Yun, 2022). Considering how the notoriety and infamy these events have
generated compounded misconceptions, judgements, and stigma about this industry, there may
never be a better time to introduce the public to the lived experiences and realities of trucking as
uncovered and conceptualized by truckers themselves. Perhaps now there is a key opportunity to
re-centre truckers in the spaces and discussions about the issues that truly affect them – issues
that and always have been central to their identities as people and professionals.
Justification for an Arts-Based Qualitative Approach
That catastrophic collisions occur, where, and with what frequency can be precisely
quantified through police reports, insurance claim records, and other public records, but the
impact (pardon the pun) on those involved is subjective, harder to quantify, and more difficult to
access because these reactions may manifest long after the task of documenting and assessing the
mechanical magnitude of the crash is done. Due to the circumstances, setting, conditions, and
individual character of those involved, these personal accounts are likely and reasonably going to
be highly subjective. That said, subjectivity is the essence of conceptualizing, understanding, and
understanding peoples’ understanding of circumstances they are part of or party to, willingly or
by virtue of being in a particular place at a particular time.
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A Roadmap of What is to Come
The remainder of this study will begin with a comprehensive review of the body of
literature on work-related trauma in the trucking industry situated within the context of news and
popular media narratives and conceptualizations concerning truckers and the industry as a whole,
trauma and post-traumatic stress in occupational environments, and the prevalence and affects of
work-related trauma in other comparable industries. Following this literature review, the
Photovoice methodology along with the methods used for participant recruitment, data analysis,
and dissemination are summarized. Next, comes the beating heart of this endeavour – a summary
of the findings in the form of narrative and photographic images submitted by participants,
presented within themes relevant to the research topic and the organic focus of participants’
contributions to the study. The presentation of findings is followed by a discussion summarizing
the findings in relation to the existing body of literature, along with subsequent consideration of
limitations and opportunities for future research. Last, but certainly not least, the conclusion will
summarize the highlights of the study while providing recommendations geared to the trucking
industry based on the study findings.
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Chapter Two – Literature Review
What is PTSD?
What we now call post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was first described in 1871 by
Dr. Jacob Mendez Da Costa who described pronounced anxiety and tachycardia in soldiers
(Javidi & Yadollahie, 2011). Similar symptoms along with tremors, idiopathic blindness, and
paralysis were dubbed ‘shell shock’ in WWI, and in WWII the term evolved into ‘operational
fatigue’ and ‘combat neurosis’. Psychoanalysts in the United States called this cluster of
conditions ‘traumatic neuroses’ and the term was included in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (the standard classification manual for mental health professionals
created by the American Psychological Association) in 1978, largely in response to conditions
experienced by veterans returning from the Vietnam War (Javidi & Yadollahie, 2011).
Thompson (2017) describes trauma as a wound of the psyche producing psychological,
emotional, and spiritual harm as a result of being party to, a victim of, or witness to assaults,
attacks, disaster, tragedy, and other events resulting in death or serious injury. The average
person’s likelihood of exposure to trauma is astonishingly high, where “Generally, between 7080% of people experience one of these events over the course of a lifetime” (Resnick, 2001, as
cited in Thompson, 2017, p. 48). Among psychiatric disorders, PTSD is unique because exposure
to trauma is the only key diagnostic criterion (Roberts et al., 2010). Trauma experiences often
trigger strong emotional reactions including fear, anxiety, horror, and helplessness (Drescher &
Foy, 2010), the loss of a sense of emotional and physical security, and affect self-worth, self-
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esteem, and confidence (Thompson, 2017). Exposure to trauma can also affect physical health
and the ability to maintain healthy social and marital relationships (Blake et al., 2014).
Workplace Trauma
Those in dangerous occupations where there is a high risk of work-related physical injury
can also suffer high rates of psychological injury. Prevalence studies on PTSD among workers in
mining, oil field, and steel manufacturing industries showed higher rates than those reported in
studies with Afghanistan veterans, fire fighters, and rescue workers exposed to the aftermath of
the Oklahoma federal building in 1995 (Blake et al., 2014). Further to rates of occupational
exposure, reactions to any traumatic event are influenced by sex, socio-economic status, race,
occupation, childhood history of trauma, family dynamics, environmental, genetic, and other
factors (Bonanno et al., 2007). Commercial trucking in Canada is an overwhelmingly maledominated profession (Bess, 1999), and only 3.5 per cent of truckers are women (Trucking HR
Canada, n.d.). Men and women experience, react to, recover from, and communicate about
trauma very differently (Affleck et al., 2012; McLean & Anderson, 2009), and responses to
different types of traumatic events, including motor vehicle collisions and grief, can likewise
vary widely (Shakespeare-Finch & Armstrong, 2010). Gender variability in responses to
traumatic events are also influenced by socialization factors which shape outward expressions of
fear and anxiety, as well as the ability to perceive fear and anxiety from verbal and non-verbal
cues such as facial expressions in others (McLean & Anderson, 2009).
Signs, symptoms, and the effects of trauma may also appear long after the inciting event
has occurred. An individual’s trauma experience may take the form of debilitating symptoms that
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seem completely unrelated to the original incident and originate in the aftermath of the event.
These symptoms are the suffering caused by a perception of life-threatening or overwhelming
experiences and are not to be confused with or equated to ordinary stress. Although stress can
indeed be debilitating, not all stressful events are traumatic – yet all traumatic events are, by
their very nature, stressful. The trauma experienced is as unique as the individual themselves
(Levine, 2008). In Healing Trauma, Levine (2008) writes, “…over time, a series of seemingly
minor mishaps can have a damaging effect on a person. Trauma does not have to stem from a
major catastrophe” (p. 8) (Italics in original).
In Bonnano’s opinion, the range of individuals’ abilities to cope with trauma is understudied and resilience deserves as much empirical study as dysfunction does (Bonnano, 2004).
Blake et al. (2014) noted that workers who witnessed traumatic workplace injuries or deaths
remained on the job despite decreased levels of functioning and probable PTSD. Most people
adjust to sudden losses well (Kristensen et al., 2012), with Thompson (2017) having noted that
some degree of PTSD after a traumatic event is, in fact, normal. However, failing to experience
emotional upset or distress is also not an abnormal response. Bonnano (2004) wrote that
researchers “have at times assumed that virtually all individuals exposed to violent or lifethreatening events could benefit from active coping and professional intervention” (p. 21) and
that it had been generally accepted that “adults who do not show distress following a loss or
violent or life-threatening event are either pathological or rare and exceptionally healthy” (p. 26).
Blake et al. (2014) and Bonanno et al. (2007) emphasize that further study on the coping
mechanisms, resilience, and durability of workers in dangerous fields is urgently needed.
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Trucking Culture and Community
Workplaces are, in many respects, society in miniature, cultures unto themselves, or a
form of extended family (Thompson, 2017) where the intrinsic social dynamics found there can
influence how workplace-situated trauma is experienced by those exposed to it. Insular
environments like these foster particular social mores, argot, hierarchies, and worldviews
common to the collective membership, along with essentialist views and biases about those
outside of it (Thompson, 2017). Blake (1974) authored one of the very few papers on trucking as
a culture in addition to an occupation. In this ethnographic exploration of the profession and the
professionals within it, he wrote that “The trucker mystique is, most broadly, a set of abstract
characterizations of types of truckers and of trucking situations” (p. 212). As Fleming (2018)
found in his graduate research with truckers, as described in The Craft of Qualitative Research:
A Handbook, “Truck drivers often adhere to the hegemonic masculinity at the expense of their
economic, physical, and psychological well-being. As another trucker simply stated, ‘Truckers
don’t cry’” (p. 93).
Several trucker-turned-scholar-authors have written much-cited works on the postderegulation economics and logistics of the industry, which also speak somewhat to the
industry’s hidden culture. Belzer’s Sweatshops on Wheels (2000), explores how deregulation led
to lower wages and worsened working conditions in the Canadian and American trucking
industries, using the vivid analogy of Dickensian-era low-caste pieceworkers labouring for paltry
wages in inhumane conditions. Ouellet’s Pedal to The Metal: The Work Life of Truckers (1994),
describes the mechanics of brokerages, dispatching, and day-to-day workplace politicking in
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large and medium-sized trucking companies, but also wrote of how rewarding – and costly – the
role of truck driver could be. To be sure, the rewards are many – the enchanting sight of snowcovered plains in the moonlight and the deep satisfaction of delivering much-needed goods, but
also,
As a truck driver I experience a wide range of emotions and feelings, maybe more than
people in most other jobs. I had episodes of utter boredom and times of depression…
There was the pain of friends injured or killed. Once two of us saw a school bus full of
children shortly after it plunged off a ramp and landed upside down thirty feet below.
Injury and death are familiar sights for commercial drivers. (Ouellet, 1994, p. 3)
Although striving for economic independence, truckers land somewhere between “the ‘king of
the road’ and the modern-day ‘sharecropper’ upon whose back the industrial machinery of
modern agribusiness rode” (Hamilton, 2008, p. 9).
More intimate accounts of life as a trucker are found in the self-help guides, memoirs,
personal essays, autobiographies, short and long fiction, and even romance novels by current and
retired truckers selling their literary works, self-published and otherwise, direct to the public on
Amazon.com. Meat In a Seat (Cox, 2013) and Spirit of the Road: The Life of an American
Trucker…and His Cat (Huffman, 2014), were both written by journalists who became truckers.
Huffman wrote his book because “There are over 3.4 million long distance truckers in the United
States… Motorists share the road with them every day, yet little is known about the lifestyle of a
long-haul trucker outside of the inner sanctum of the trucking industry” (p. 12). Cox’s book even
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comes with a content warning that stated, “it wouldn’t be fair to sugar coat what happened out
there especially to anyone idealizing a trucking career” (Cox, 2013, Author’s note).
Trucker Representation in Television and Cinema
Unless you personally know, are related to, or work with truck drivers, chances are good
that your conceptualization of truckers and trucking is informed by representation in various
media. Early cinematic characterization of truckers was flattering and highly favourable. The
capable and courteous man behind the wheel of the delivery truck was styled as something of a
highway-travelling knight errant (Blake, 1974; Wallis et al., 1940); coming to the aid of
wayward or distressed motorists. Fast forward to the post-WWII era and the trucker had gone
rogue to become an anti-establishment rebel sticking it to the man in retaliation against a joyless,
regulation-obsessed bureaucracy as depicted in the film Convoy (Sherman & Peckinpah, 1978),
or challenging authority just for fun as seen in Smokey and the Bandit (Levy et al., 1977).
Truckers were also portrayed as Good Samaritan types with an appetite for adventure and
novelty. In the television series Movin’ On (D’Antoni & Weitz, 1974-1976), a pair of freelance
truckers shared driving duties and a passion for social justice, helping downtrodden and
desperate people they met in the course of their travels. Similar in premise but with a great ape
companion instead of a co-driver, the television series B.J. and the Bear (Larson & Sloan, 19791981) centered on a Vietnam veteran turned itinerant trucker who frequently came to the aid of
very attractive women involved in, or victims of, crime in the places he travelled to. The trucker
was also portrayed as just an ordinary blue-collar everyman, frustrated by corruption and
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bureaucracy in their efforts to make an honest living (Brubaker et al., 1987; Litwack et al.,
1975).
However, the trucker as a “brute monster” (Blake, 1974, p. 214) is also a very common
depiction. They are portrayed as the sadistic predator terrorizing motorists as in the film Duel
(Eckstein & Spielberg, 1971), the leering misogynist in Thelma and Louise (Scott & Gitlin,
1991), the unhinged psychopath in Suspect Zero (Hirsch et al., 2004), or literally engaging in
highway robbery in Breakdown (Colomby et al., 1997). Recent television dramas and movies do
little to improve the public image of truckers or the industry. Trucking companies are used to
launder South American drug cartel profits in Ozark (Bateman et al., 2017-present). In the first
season of Schitt’s Creek (Levy et al., 2015-2020), two main characters are doing court-ordered
garbage picking; Mutt admits his offence was selling truckers amphetamines, while Alexis says
she does not want to pick trash alone over fears of being abducted by truckers. In Big Driver
(Haber et al., 2014), a Lifetime Network movie based on the 2010 novella of the same name by
Stephen King, a vengeful librarian engages her trucker son to terrorize, rape, and murder a wellknown author. King must harbour a deep-seated fear of trucks. He wrote and directed Maximum
Overdrive (Schumacker & King, 1986), the adaptation of his 1973 short story, Trucks (King,
2012, pp. 135-151), wherein – for reasons unknown – commercial vehicles become sentient,
homicidal, and terrorize motorists taking refuge in a roadside diner.
Tropes and stereotypes such as these do little to educate the public about truckers and
trucking, and what’s more they “mask the tedium, stigma, and scrutiny many truck drivers
experience on the job” (Fleming, 2018, p. 92). The reality of reality trucking television shows is
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not completely realistic either. Lisa Kelly, a trucker prominently featured in Ice Road Truckers
(McKillop et al., 2007-2017) and its spin-off show, IRT: Dangerous Roads (McKillop et al.,
2010-2011), said “There was times when things would happen for real, and then other times
there was the potential that it was going to happen, so we kind of helped it along a little bit to
make it a story” (Smith, 2020). Moreover, shows focused on cleaning up the aftermath of
commercial vehicle collisions such as Highway Thru Hell (Miller & Reekie, 2012-present)
filmed in and around Hope, British Columbia, and its spin-off show Heavy Rescue: 401 (Miller
et al., 2016-present), set in Ontario, “isn’t the image we need to project of trucking” (Goodall,
2018).
Representation of Fatal Collisions in News Media Coverage
As much as visual media has contributed to mythologizing the trucker, news media
reporting on catastrophic and serious collisions relegates the truck drivers involved in fatal
collisions to a footnote in coverage. Unless the truck driver is charged in relation to the collision,
reporters do not typically name them. Investigating authorities may or may not state that the
truck driver was injured, but when the driver is not named or facing charges, this information
lacks urgency. I should know – I worked as a journalist and photographer in Northern Ontario
near the narrowest stretch of Highway 17 between Kenora and the Manitoba border. In a
particularly bad month, I might have written two or three deadly semi-truck collision stories
mentioning the driver’s condition in passing, if at all. This is not newsroom laziness. This is not
reporters consciously minimizing or dismissing truckers. It is the banality of the scant-details
story wherein, even in the absence of identifying information, it would be invasive or even
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inappropriate to pursue such details, even in a tiny community where the identities of all parties
involved would be common knowledge before the first tow truck arrived. However ethical in
intent, this editorial void has the unintended consequence of assuring the reader that all is well
with the trucker, when it very well may not be.
Recent examples of this practice in news media are not hard to come by: A truck driver
involved in a deadly crash that claimed the life of a 92-year-old man was described as uninjured
(Croucher, 2018); a woman driving an SUV struck a semi-trailer and died in the collision, while
the driver of the semi-trailer was described as unhurt (“Woman dies after SUV collides with
semi-trailer near Oyen,” 2017); the lone occupant of a car that collided with a semi-trailer died,
and the driver of the semi-trailer was described as uninjured (“Car driver killed Monday in crash
with tractor trailer in Brant County,” 2018); the driver of a pick-up truck struck a semi-trailer and
was killed, the semi-trailer driver was described as uninjured (Staff, ChrisD.ca, 2018); a man
driving a tow truck rear-ended a semi-trailer causing both vehicles to catch fire, then a second
semi-trailer then collided with both burning vehicles, but the semi drivers were described as not
seriously injured (Pearson, 2018, April 25); six people died when an SUV struck a semi-trailer,
and again, the driver of the semi-trailer was described as uninjured (“All passengers died after
SUV crashed into tractor trailer, police say,” 2018).
Only two exceptions to the journalistic practice of skimming over the lived experience of
truckers involved in catastrophic or fatal collisions were identified through the literature review.
The first exception to this trend was an Australian news article detailing the burden of trauma
that many truckers carry with them following such incidents while citing a National Truck
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Accident Research Centre figure that 30 per cent of major accident claims over $50,000
involving commercial trucks from 2017 were the result of driver error with truckers found to be
not at fault in 83 per cent of these accidents (“Truckies plead for drivers to slow down following
fatal head-on crash with motorbike,” 2019). Although this article described the post-collision
mental health consequences faced by a trucker involved in a head-on collision between a truck
and motorcycle, this description was obtained from a trucker who had been involved in a fatal
collision years prior rather than the driver involved in the accident that was the focus of the
article. Regardless, this article provided a stark contrast to the typical narrative on truckerinvolved collisions in North America.
The second exception, which was in fact situated in the Canadian context, was the
considerable concern expressed for the mental health of Jaskirat Singh Sidhu – the driver of the
semi involved in the Humboldt Broncos bus crash. On April 6, 2018, a motor coach carrying a
Junior-A hockey team and team personnel struck Sidhu’s semi-trailer as he crossed a highway
(Hill, 2019). Sixteen of the twenty-nine people onboard died and thirteen were injured. Although
the Star Phoenix described Sidhu as uninjured in a frontpage headline two days after the crash
(Hill, 2018), an open letter on Reddit titled “Dear Saskatchewan Truck Driver” drew attention to
the potential emotional pain Sidhu might be experiencing. The post was shared thousands of
times on social media and garnered more than ten thousand up-votes (Pearson, 2018, April 6),
and many of the more than one thousand comments on the post were stories from truckers and
those close to them about the emotional toll of semi involved fatal collisions. Sidhu pleaded
guilty to sixteen counts of dangerous driving causing death and thirteen counts of dangerous
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driving causing bodily harm on January 8, 2019 (Hill, 2019) and was given an eight-year prison
sentence and a ten-year driving suspension on March 22, 2019 (Graveland, 2019).
In October 2021, Sidhu spoke to news media regarding the accident for the first time
from a minimum-security correctional facility in Alberta (Haines, 2021). In this interview, Sidhu
spoke of he and his wife’s efforts to build a life in Canada, he accepted responsibility for the
collision, he reiterated heartfelt apologies to the victims, survivors, and their families – and then
made a heartfelt plea for himself: He wanted to remain in Canada after his sentence was served
(Haines, 2021). As a permanent resident, Sidhu cannot remain in Canada after being convicted of
and serving a sentence for a serious offence. On March 9, 2022, Canada Border Services Agency
rejected Sidhu’s bid to stay in Canada (Sciarpelletti, 2022). Sidhu was granted day parole on July
20, 2022, a decision that prompted both positive and negative reactions from the families of the
victims (Skjerven, 2022). His case will now go to the Immigration and Refugee Board who will
decide whether or not Sidhu will be deported back to India (Sciarpelletti, 2022).
Representation of Truckers in Recent News Media
During the COVID-19 pandemic, truckers in Canada and in many places around the
world were – and still are – making headlines related to how this health crisis is affecting people.
In the early months of the pandemic, hours of work restrictions were lifted to allow truckers
carrying essential goods, such as food and medical supplies, to work longer hours in order to get
goods to consumers (Ahart, 2020). The supports and basic necessities truckers relied on for the
most basic human needs, however, became extraordinarily scarce or hard to come by. Showers
and hygiene facilities at truck stops were shut down, and some facilities refused truckers access
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to bathrooms over fears they might contribute to the spread COVID-19. Conditions, described as
both immoral and obscene by industry leaders, included:
…forcing drivers, who are on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic, to work in
unsanitary conditions, urinating in their pants, relieving themselves outdoors and going
days without a shower. It’s pushing truck drivers to the brink even as their critical role in
Canada’s supply chains becomes obvious to a country gripped by the novel coronavirus
outbreak. (Walsh, 2020)
A British Columbia-based trucker, Bob Degnan, told a Globe and Mail reporter that
“truck drivers have always been viewed as the scrum of the earth”, but added that “the public
would have a lot more respect for truckers and their role by the end of the pandemic” (Walsh,
2020). Degnan was indeed correct. At the start of the pandemic in March 2020, stories of small
businesses offering free meals to truckers and social media campaigns directing them where to
find and access basic necessities like meals and a place to shower or sleep began to emerge, and
members of the public showed their now-heightened appreciation for truckers on social media
using the hashtag #ThankATrucker (Chu, 2020). A year later, Beverley Perrin and her husband
had handed out more than a thousand hand-written thank-you cards since April 2020 at a local
Ontario truck stop, telling CBC News that “if it wasn't for the truckers, our shelves would be
empty in the stores” (“Senior tells truckers ‘take care, stay safe,’ in hundreds of thank-you cards
she writes for them”, 2021). Truckers, along with a few other select populations, were made
exempt from testing and quarantine requirements when returning to Canada.
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But as the COVID-19 pandemic dragged on, the media attention on truckers shifted to a
new focus. In November 2021, the Government of Canada lifted prior restrictions for individuals
entering or re-entering Canada that had required them to complete appropriate COVID-19 testing
and quarantine upon arrival so that going forward, “individuals with right of entry to Canada,
who depart and re-enter the country within 72 hours of leaving Canada are exempt from
providing a pre-entry COVID-19 molecular test result” (Public Health Agency of Canada, 2021).
However, it also ended truckers’ exemptions from testing and quarantine when returning to
Canada after working in the U.S. As of January 15, 2022, truck drivers would be required to
identify their vaccination status to obtain an ArriveCAN receipt to provide proof of vaccination
for international travel purposes:
Until January 15, 2022, if an exempt essential traveller is not vaccinated, they will still be
able to get an ArriveCAN receipt. After January 15, 2022, they must be fully vaccinated
to get an ArriveCAN receipt. As of this date, most travellers who are currently exempt
from quarantine will need to be fully vaccinated to enter Canada. They will also be
required to upload their proof of vaccination in ArriveCAN. (Public Health Agency of
Canada, 2021)
As January 15, 2022 came and went, media frequently reported on the threat posed to supply
chains and the risk of losing up to ten to fifteen per cent of cross-border commercial truck drivers
as a result of this mandate (Lee, 2022). Mike Millian, president of the Private Motor Truck
Council of Canada, said that roughly 20 per cent of Canadian cross-border truck drivers
remained unvaccinated, while the Canadian Trucking Alliance asserted that the industry
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vaccination rate was approximately 85-90 per cent (Balintec, 2022; Canadian Trucking Alliance,
2022). In reaction to the mandate, hundreds of truckers and members of the public converged on
Parliament Hill in the nation’s capital resulting in a crowd of more thousands of protesters from
across Canada (Tasker, 2022), who then occupied the city core for more than four weeks (Lee &
Yun, 2022).
Although the convoy originally began in opposition to the vaccine mandate for crossborder essential workers like truck drivers, it grew to include opposition to all pandemic-related
public health measures and many protesters, who held various extremist viewpoints and
ideologies, had no link to the trucking industry at all (Tasker, 2022). Perhaps most noteworthy,
many truckers publicly voiced their opposition to a movement that was purportedly fighting for
their freedoms. Two truckers and a freight company owner from Peel Region in Ontario told
CTV News how the anti-mandate protest in Ottawa entirely failed to address real problems faced
by truckers in the industry, such as abuse and wage theft (Balintec, 2022). Freight company
owner, Nachhattar Singh Chohan, who also founded the Indian Trucking Association in 2009,
said “I support truckers all the time, but ... this is a totally different matter. This is a matter of
security and safety […] We have to take care of other people too” (Balintec, 2022). Likewise,
Dennis Levesque, a trucker based in London, ON, told media the convoy occupation was
unrepresentative of the vast majority of truckers, an embarrassment to the industry, and he added
that,
We're an industry that struggles with how we're represented in media and the perception
of truck drivers to begin with […] I think something like this just reinforces the
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stereotypes that exist for truck drivers. It's not going to do anything to help us move the
industry forward in a better direction. (Yun, 2022)
Later, Mike Millian also told CTV, “Our organization’s become very concerned about some of
the rhetoric we've heard, hearing racist remarks comparing [the mandate] to Nazis and
communism -- things that are not comparable to what's going on right now” (Yun, 2022). As the
convoy of anti-mandate protesters persisted in Ottawa, protesters occupied other locations
disrupting trade and traffic (“Supporters of trucker convoy delay traffic at Canada’s busiest
border crossing,” 2022). On February 11, 2022, Premier Doug Ford of Ontario declared a
provincial state of emergency (DeClerq, 2022), and three days later Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau invoked the Emergencies Act to strengthen and broaden the necessary legislative
authority to bring an end to these occupations (Connolly, 2022). Once a major police operation
to clear the streets of Ottawa of protesters, vehicles, and transport trucks was largely completed
and key organizers of the convoy were arrested and charged (Lee & Yun, 2022), both the
provincial state of emergency in Ontario and the Emergencies Act were revoked on February 23,
2022 (Davidson & Alberga, 2022; Turnbull, 2022). For all the noise, disruption, lawlessness, and
hateful rhetoric that accompanied the convoy of protesters standing for the supposed freedoms of
a group of industry professionals to which many of them never belonged, the entire movement
merely brought more undeserved negative public perception and media attention on truckers
while failing to move the needle on public health measures.
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Truck Driver Vulnerabilities
There is a small but intriguing selection of literature and studies on the traumatic effects
of collisions on truckers. Among these are articles on minor psychiatric disorders among truckers
(Ulhôa et al., 2010), truckers’ mental stressors (Shattell et al., 2010), emotional exhaustion
(Kemp et al., 2013), post-traumatic stress affecting a trucker in a single-subject case study
(Galovski & Resick, 2008), risk factors for depression among truck drivers (da Silva-Júnior et
al., 2009), and a trio of papers in which lead author, Apostolopoulos, describes mental and
physical health risks to truckers (Apostolopoulos et al., 2010), truck drivers’ social isolation and
mental health (Apostolopoulos et al., 2016), and the correlation between mental and physical
health risks and truckers’ well-being (Apostolopoulos et al., 2014).
Studies on the negative physical health consequences of trucking abound, but literature
on the psychological consequences of trucking is less abundant. What this smaller body of
scholarship tells us is that truck drivers experience job strain at a rate more than double the rates
documented in other occupation sectors (Apostolopoulos et al., 2014). Apostolopoulos et al.
(2016) wrote that truckers experience disproportionately high rates of psychological issues
including social isolation, social stigma, anxiety, stress, risk-taking behaviours, and substance
abuse when compared with other professions. Although not often reported, truckers have high
rates of depression and mental distress – yet when reported, driver distress is seldom
acknowledged or accommodated in the workplace (Apostolopoulos et al., 2016). Being deprived
of social and family interaction as a result of being away while on the job can negatively affect
truckers’ mental health (Ulhôa et al., 2010). The loneliness that comes with being distanced and
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deprived of meaningful social supports are already known and well-documented occupational
stressors for truckers (Apostolopoulos et al., 2016). A report by Quinlan (2001) on the results of
a public inquiry into the risks associated with long-haul driving in New South Wales, Australia,
identified suicide and other mental distress as a threat to driver safety. Researchers working on
the report surveyed 300 truck drivers with a mental health questionnaire. Two-hundred and
ninety drivers scored a mean average of 10.3 on a scale where 8.9 was considered mentally
healthy while scores of 14 indicated urgent need for mental health treatment. Drivers on one
particularly dangerous route scored 13.1 on average. The inquiry also revealed that suicide
among truck drivers was the fourth leading cause of death, and the rate of suicide among drivers
was three to four times higher than the national average (Quinlan, 2001). An Iranian survey on
commercial truck drivers’ mental health found that PTSD was diagnosed in 37 per cent of
drivers who had been directly involved in a fatal or serious collision, compared with job-related
PTSD prevalence rates of 36 per cent among paramedics and 14 per cent among military
personnel in Iran (Saberi et al., 2013).
Numerous other professions and occupation sectors are characterized by frequent and
recurrent exposure to traumatic incidents. However, studies among paramedics, rescue
personnel, military personnel, and police officers who repeatedly witness trauma have limited
relevance to the current research because those directly involved in serious incidents such as a
fatal collision have a different intensity of exposure (McFarlane et al., 2009). Despite the limited
transferability of findings from research on exposure to trauma as a workplace hazard in other
occupations, studies on trauma experienced by railway train and subway train operators may be
the most relevant and generalizable to truckers’ experiences.
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Trains are large, heavy, move at a high rate of speed, and are difficult to stop, but, unlike
trucks, they are impossible to steer away from an obstacle or impending collision. In the rail
sector, person under train (PUT) incidents are not uncommon. Because they are often intentional,
PUT incidents have similar characteristics to the circumstances of pedestrian and vehicular
suicide-by-truck. Weiss and Farrell (2006) wrote that train drivers are vulnerable to many
occupational-related hazards, physical and emotional harms among them. As described in their
study on the psychological consequences of London Underground train drivers’ witnessing
intentional and attempted suicide, Farmer et al. (1992) noted that this hazard is nothing
particularly new for train drivers. The first recorded incident was reported in 1830, and in 1885
when a doctor working for the railway wrote that train drivers commonly experience
manifestations of ‘nervous shock’ after fatal railway collisions (Farmer et al., 1992). In their
study, they found that approximately one third of the 90 drivers who witnessed a person falling
or jumping in front of their trains suffered severe reactions including PTSD, phobias, and
depression in the month following the incident. Although none met the diagnostic criteria for
PTSD six months following the incident, two continued to experience depression and anxiety
with the authors offering the following explanation for these participants’ persisting symptoms:
This finding is most likely due to the occupational nature of this trauma. Following the
incident drivers are confronted by situations that in some way resemble the trauma on a
daily basis […] To be continually confronted by the subject of one’s phobia in an
unsystematic basis may cause the persistence in symptoms demonstrated. (Farmer et al.,
1992, p. 468)
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A 2013 study on psycho-physiological distress among train drivers after PUT incidents indicated
that PTSD was more common among younger or inexperienced train drivers than it was among
drivers who had witnessed multiple incidents over several years (Doroga, & Băban, 2013a &
2013b), suggesting that repeated exposure did not lead to higher rates of PTSD in this group.
Apart from PTSD, being party to or witnessing such events “can elicit other negative emotions
such as sadness, guilt or anger, depending on the appraisals of the traumatic event” (Doroga &
Băban, 2013a, p. 191).
An aspect of train driver trauma particularly transferable to the context of trauma in the
trucking industry is the drivers’ unwilling and unexpected involvement in traumatic deaths. “Onthe-track incidents characteristically occur without warning. Most often the train driver can
neither foresee nor avoid the accident, and the fault of the accidents can seldom be attributed to
the driver” (Vatshelle & Moen, 1997, p. 44). As a direct consequence of involuntary exposure to
such events, “likelihood of train drivers to witness the violent death of a person is much higher
than that of the general population, and that puts the train driver at risk of psychological trauma”
(Doroga & Băban, 2013b, p. 144). Visually witnessing such events is just one of many potential
sensory exposures a train driver may experience. Vatshelle and Moen (1997) painted a vivid
picture in their summary of the granular detail of such events:
Such events often involve sudden strong visual, auditory, or other kinds of sense
impressions; for instance, dead, often severely mutilated bodies, loud frightening sounds
or smells, etc. Because train drivers can seldom influence the outcome of on-the-track
accidents, helplessness due to lack of control over the situation is common. The train
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driver, most often alone in the cab, has to report the accident, secure the train and
dismount to examine possible victims, give first aid to humans if alive, as well as to kill
injured animals, etc. Therefore, most such accidents will be distressing enough to fulfill
the criterion of traumatic event in the DSM/ICD diagnostic systems, and are hardly
forgotten by drivers involved (p. 50).
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Chapter Three – Methodologies and Methods
Interdisciplinary Theoretical Orientation and Framework
Adopting an interdisciplinary approach that employed multiple qualitative methods and
methodologies was essential to customizing a research design that empowered truckers, centered
their lived experience, gave them autonomy and agency over the data created, and produced
robust and academically sound findings. Interdisciplinary research paradigms encourage and
advocate for using multiple tools in the methodological toolbox in the exploration of social and
experiential phenomena (Bruhn, J.G, 1995). Nuance is key; it is less of a shotgun approach
designed to hit a bit of everything in a single of inquiry than a Swiss Army Knife of strategically
curated approaches, each with a particular utility and purpose.
The challenges posed by research with truckers are many and include distrust of
academics and outsiders (Fleming, 2018), and obscurity related to geographic proximity and
mobility due to their being on the road much of the time, but also the unpalatability of a fraught
topic. To overcome these challenges, the means for participant engagement in the research
design had to be effortlessly accessible, empowering, and intrinsically rewarding whereby these
three benefits could centre the experiences of participants and thus serve to mitigate the
aforementioned challenges. As such, this research study was assembled much like a tractortrailer configuration. Photovoice methods customized to a fully digital, online platform were the
tractor, participants were in the driver’s seat, and I rode ‘shotgun’ as project facilitator. The
human science of phenomenology, exploring lived experiences and the nature of being human
(van Manen, 1984), and ethnographic observation and documentation (Reeves et al., 2013,
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abstract), were the twin trailers following along, attached yet invisible from the tractor but
essential to unpacking and making sense of the data generated on the journey. The fuel was the
desire for agency and, to an extent, the novelty of using visual methods in participant-driven
inquiry.
Theoretical Framework
The selection of methods and approaches should align with the purpose and goals of the
research (Gray, 2006). Insofar as a Photovoice methodology was selected for its qualities of
being participatory, creative, empowering, and highly adaptable, the epistemological and
theoretical frameworks of ethnography and phenomenology were leveraged for their utility in
exploring in situ phenomena and uncovering hidden meaning embedded in visual and written
narratives. Phenomenology is the study of lifeworld, or “the world as we immediately experience
it rather than as we conceptualize, categorize, or theorize about it” (van Manen, 1984, p. 1),
while ethnography is a type of qualitative research that gathers observations, interviews, and
documentary data to produce detailed and comprehensive accounts of different social
phenomena (Reeves et al., 2013, abstract). Ethnography – from the Greek ethno, meaning social
group, and graphia, meaning description and documentation or writing (Hall, K & Davis J. L.,
2021) – originated from the field of anthropology, situates the researcher in and amongst the
participants whose social interactions, behaviours, perceptions, and experiences are the subject of
the academic interest (Reeves et al., 2013).
What it means to be human and to be affected by events and circumstances cannot be
quantified as much as it can be described, narrated, or conveyed in text or through more
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evocative, symbolic, or creative means. There are means and modes to gather both literal and
figurative insights that represent individuals’ lived experience, and this is where ethnography and
Photovoice enter the picture, with a phenomenological framework as the lens. The case for a
phenomenological framework within this research was partly due to the novelty and originality
of the research topic – gaining qualitative insight into truckers’ post-traumatic experiences. But
perhaps more importantly, such a framework was fundamentally necessary due to the need for a
methodology and accompanying theoretical lens that appreciated and emphasized the
subjectivity of lived experience while empowering, enfranchising, and emboldening the truckers
who participated to speak openly, candidly, and in their own voices about such experiences,
unconstrained by multiple choice answers to questions conceived by people who have not driven
anything larger than a motorhome.
Ethnography lends itself to identifying and recording those phenomenological essences –
“the description that reawakens or shows us the lived meaning or significance of the experience
in a fuller or deeper manner” (van Manen, 1984, p. 1) that can be revealed though qualitative
methods. Geertz (1973) wrote that an advantage of taking a semiotic approach to inquiry, for
example, is to gain access “to the conceptual world in which our subjects live so that we
can…converse with them” (p. 6). Another key aspect of ethnography is its ability to produce
thick descriptions in which nuance and context are mined to uncover stratified layers of meaning
imbued in text, imagery, narratives, and discussions. The difference between blinking (a
common and often involuntary movement of the eyelids) versus a wink (a deliberate behavior
signaling any number of meanings and intentions) can only be quantified if both content and
context is known and observed (Geertz, 1973). To capture this contextualized complexity and
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nuance, “such description is close-up, microscopic. As an interpretive practice, thick description
creates the world it describes” (Lincoln & Denzin, 2003, p. 140).
Methodology
Selecting an Appropriate Methodology
Qualitative research has particular utility in exploring the lived experiences of individuals
because “findings can include such information as richly descriptive data from different
perspectives […] experiences of different populations; or the meaning and experience of
environmental factors such as diversity, culture, and context” (Murphy et al., 2011, as cited in
Buchanan & Keats, 2016, p. 166). Qualitative research has been conducted on traumatic
experiences and PTSD affecting professionals exposed to scenes of horror, violence, conflict,
and trauma. Some of this research includes qualitative studies of coping with job-related factors
resulting in PTSD among police officers in New Zealand (Stephens & Miller, 1998); qualitative
inquiries distinguishing traumatic, vicarious, and routine operational stressors related to PTSD
among police officers (Brown et al., 1999); anxiety, depression, and PTSD among New Zealand
police officers responding to the Canterbury earthquakes (Snell et al., 2014); and the experience
of emotional burnout among police officers attending to victims of vehicle collisions
(Backteman-Erlanson et al., 2011).
One reason there is so little research on the experiences of commercial truck drivers
involved in fatal accidents may be due to their obscurity. Even though trucking is second only to
retail sales as the most common occupation for Canadian men (Statistics Canada, 2011), truck
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drivers are difficult to locate because they have little interaction with the public while working.
Approximately half of all truck drivers work in isolation (Apostolopoulos, Lemke & Sönmez,
2014), because approximately 85 per cent of long-haul truck drivers are away from home
seventeen days a month (Apostolopoulos et al., 2014), and approximately half are away from
home twenty-two days per month (Shattell et al., 2012). Most drivers work the United States and
Canadian regulatory maximum of fourteen on-duty hours, thirteen hours of which can be behind
the wheel. The remaining hours are spent in restaurants, at rest stops with shower facilities, at
fuel stops, in their sleeper berth, or in hotels and other accommodations (Shattell et al., 2012).
As such, a method that could be adapted to remote engagement at the convenience of the
participant was absolutely necessary within the current research. Photovoice was an appropriate
methodology for both the research topic and participant population for two important reasons.
First, arts-based methods, particularly visual methods, may be enticing or appealing to those who
may be reluctant to participate in research because it is engaging, empowering, and because it is
an “approach that takes seriously the participants as knowers” (Guillemin & Drew, 2010, p. 178).
Photovoice methodologies are also routinely adapted by researchers to suit the needs and
constraints of a particular project or participant population (Catalani & Minkler, 2009). The
necessity of a methodology capable of adequately conceptualizing the complexity and nuance
inherent in subjective, lived experience in conjunction with these considerations, ultimately
influenced the selection of a Photovoice methodology for this study.
Photovoice Method
The Photovoice method was first used as a health assessment tool by Caroline Wang and
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Mary Ann Burris in rural China in the early 1990s (Wang & Burris, 1994). Photovoice is a
participatory arts-based practice, research method, and a means of data generation (Leavy, 2015)
in which research participants photograph, describe, and analyze imagery representing their
views and concerns on an issue or topic. Compared to other research methodologies and artsbased forms of self-expression, photography produces a record that is tangible, visceral,
immediate, and compelling. In turn, Photovoice has the capacity “(1) to enable people to record
and reflect their community’s strengths and concerns, (2) to promote critical dialogue and
knowledge about important issues through large and small group discussion of photographs, and
(3) to reach policymakers” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 369).
Photovoice is an interdisciplinary research method informed by intersecting, converging,
and complimentary frameworks and can generate knowledge and meaningful contributions that
are applicable and relevant across many fields and disciplines (Wang & Burris, 1997).
Additionally, Photovoice enables participants to conceptualize and share experiences in ways
“that are not readily or fully accessed through more traditional fieldwork approaches”
(Greenwood, 2012, p. 2). Researchers have used Photovoice methods in a variety of workplace
wellness contexts. One Photovoice project invited a group of university custodians to document
and describe high-risk locations and situations at their workplace, which led to upgrades, repairs,
and a reduction in injury rates the following year (Flum et al., 2010). Other studies using
Photovoice have also explored the experiences of veterans facing barriers to mental health care
(True et al., 2015); PTSD-affected veterans’ perceptions of social supports (Clinch et al., 2017);
veterans’ experiences of recovery from mental illness (Quaglietti, 2018); and the long-term
psychological impacts of witnessed trauma on first responders who attended a mass casualty
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train accident (Ingram et al., 2016).
Taking it to the Streets: Customizing the Research Vehicle
Most Photovoice projects are conducted in person by facilitators or researchers working
with a geographically fixed population. This so-called ideal form (Falconer, 2013) however, does
not lend itself to populations that are mobile or remote, with multiple researchers having
previously resorted to adapting traditional Photovoice methods to reach such populations. While
travelling with a mobile Canadian medical treatment team in Nicaragua in 2009, Falconer
collected photo stories at locations where the team set up temporary clinics. Cai (2017)
conducted her Photovoice project on Facebook because it could connect multiple communities
and foster robust and enthusiastic discussion among participants. In Baker and Wang’s (2006)
study on pain in older adults, participants were sent disposable cameras along with discussion
questions and postage-paid return envelopes to submit their images to the researchers. The
researchers adapted data collection methods while recognizing that, due to severe physical
limitations and restricted access to transportation, participant group meetings or forums were
difficult to organize and could create a hardship for participants. For the current study, the
methods and procedures were adapted to meet the unique needs of truck drivers and challenges
posed by the nature of their occupation. Such adaptation is not an abandonment of the
community-based spirit at the core of Photovoice methodologies but, rather, an embodiment of it
by leveraging digital means of bringing this method to socially or geographically hard-to-access
populations.
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Participant Recruitment
Gaining trust and entrée to the community was imperative to conducting reliable
qualitative research with this population, and trust hinges on legitimacy. To borrow a phrase
from a movie about epic journeys, just as “one does not simply walk into Mordor” (Lynne et al.,
2001), one does not simply walk into the world of trucking. Generally speaking, truckers believe
‘four-wheelers’ (those who drive passenger vehicles) have little respect for and no knowledge
whatsoever of the complexity and skills required to drive an articulated vehicle in excess of
seventy-three feet, and therefore cannot sympathize let alone empathize or comprehend truckers’
experiences. Moreover, there is a substantial level of distrust among truckers directed toward
researchers and academics, so much so that truckers “don’t think much of academics, because
they feel academics don’t think much of them” (Kramer, D. personal communication, October
12, 2018). Fleming (2018) corroborates this sentiment when he wrote, “Truck drivers, like many
hidden populations, are skeptical of the motives of researchers who show up with the singleminded purpose of data collection” (p. 95), and that this suspicion is rooted in perceived cultural
differences between the worlds of the researcher and the trucker. Fleming (2002) stated that his
academic credentials not only failed to foster respect during his research encounters with
truckers but also provoked disdain and hostility in some cases. According to the 2019 Canadian
Member Profile Survey from the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association Foundation,
this is not particularly surprising given that from the perspective of a trucker, “academia,
lawmakers, and regulators frequently marginalize the industry, especially the small business
owner-operators, despite their importance to the economy” (OOIF, 2019, p. 2). In turn, it was
important to demonstrate that, although I was not an experienced trucker with years of over-the-
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road experience, I was not a total outsider to their community, either, given I hold a commercial
driver’s licence. As such, my licencing status was disclosed within the recruitment poster used
for this study (Appendix A – Participant Recruitment Poster) with images of my licence made
available upon request.
The trucking community identified for the purpose of participant recruitment arose out of
discussions with truckers I worked with, trucking school instructors, student commercial drivers,
and workplace colleagues who also conducted commercial vehicle examinations. Participant
recruitment took place in online communities on social media platforms where concentrations of
truckers had created community spaces to discuss their day-to-day trucking lives as drivers,
owner-operators, or both. Recruitment for the study began on social media on May 24, 2019 after
several weeks of discussion with community moderators of private and closed trucking groups.
Asking a population with low trust of researchers to engage candidly and intimately, over a
period of weeks, on how traumatic events have transformed their lives is asking an awful lot.
Transparency with gatekeepers of these online communities was crucial because, without their
explicit consent and support, the group membership was unlikely to take interest. As well, posts
from community members not strictly related to the day-to-day business of trucking were
forbidden within these spaces without prior approval from community moderators and group
administrators.
Once approval was obtained, the recruitment poster (Appendix A) was posted in the
Canadian Truckers and Maritime Ride and Pride Facebook groups on May 24, 2019 and in the
Women’s Trucking Federation Facebook group on May 26, 2019. Community moderators made
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the first comments under these posts, assuring members that they approved the poster and were
supportive of the research in general. The recruitment poster was shared widely by Facebook
users, some of whom shared it to other social media platforms including Twitter and LinkedIn.
CBC Regina Radio One also featured the recruitment drive on the “Afternoon Edition” that aired
May 28, 2019, and in an online story May 30, 2019. To say the response rate was enthusiastic
would be an understatement. More than one hundred texts, calls, direct messages, private
messages, and emails from all over North America flooded in. Participants were screened and, if
not excluded on the basis of pre-existing trauma-related mental health vulnerabilities, were asked
to provide informed consent (Appendix B – Informed Consent Form) to participate in the study
in the order they contacted me. Recruitment for the study was closed on May 31, 2019. June 10,
2019 was selected as the formal start date for participant engagement and data collection to
provide participants sufficient time to review the Photovoice training and orientation guidebook
(Appendix C – Photovoice Training and Orientation Guidebook) and familiarize themselves with
the research website (https://knightsoftheroad.ca/).
Using the previously described recruitment strategy, a total of fifteen participants were
recruited for this study. Three of the participants were women, and three were citizens of the
United States. Five of the Canadian participants lived in the Maritimes, three in Saskatchewan,
and one each lived in Quebec, Ontario, Alberta, and British Columbia. Thirteen of the fifteen
participants actively participated in the study, making at least one post in response to a weekly
question or comment during the seven week-long Photovoice assignment phase of the study.
Participants were anonymized through knight-themed code names of their choosing. Sir
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Blacklister asked to withdraw from the study in the first week, and Sir Nightmoves did not
participate.
Photovoice Data Collection Procedure
The data collection procedures for this study were adapted modifications to some of the
steps typically used in Photovoice research. Hergenrather et al. (2009) identified ten steps
common to most community-based participatory Photovoice projects, including:
1) identification of community issue; 2) participant recruitment; 3) Photovoice
training; 4) camera distribution and instruction; 5) identification of photo
assignments; 6) photo assignment discussion; 7) data analysis; 8) identification of
influential advocates; 9) presentation / exhibition of Photovoice findings; and 10)
creation of plans of action for change (Hergenrather et al., 2009, p. 695)
In this study, step four was not applicable given participants used their personal cell phones to
capture images and submit digital files or scanned copies of print images via email, but most
other steps were incorporated into the research design.
With nearly all truck drivers having access to at least one internet-capable device (Latest
Trucking News, n.d.), and because the nature of their work makes it all but impossible to meet in
person or as a group, Photovoice methods and procedures were also adapted to situate the
participants involved in the current study within an online space accessible to them on-demand.
Backend agility ensured the online forum would display and operate consistently across a variety
of digital platforms and devices, from hand-held smartphones to desktop computers. Although
Photovoice training typically takes place in a face-to-face meeting or classroom setting, since
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this was not feasible with the population of interest for this study, participants were supplied with
a robust and comprehensive Photovoice training and orientation guidebook (Appendix C) via
email.
As the principal investigator, I authored the first three discussion questions with the
participants having proposed four subsequent discussion questions for the remainder of the
study, which then concluded with a final, open-ended reflective conversation regarding their
participation and engagement. Photo assignment questions were emailed to participants each
Monday and participants had a full week to submit their images and stories, although
amendments, additions, and late submissions were accepted upon request. In some Photovoice
projects, captions are added to images during group discussions of photos on display and, in
other projects, the caption or narrative is provided along with the image when it is supplied by
the participant (Baker & Wang, 2006). In this study, participants were asked to submit images
and their corresponding narrative or story together. Images and narrative responses received via
email were posted in dedicated galleries themed to each weekly question on the study website.
During the study, only participants, the researcher, and the webmaster could view data and
images contributed by the participants (https://knightsoftheroad.ca/).
To get the study rolling, I offered questions for weeks one, two, and three. The
participants used the purpose-built discussion space, “Road Scholars,” on the study website to
propose and suggest topics that were re-formatted and subsequently posted as discussion
questions for weeks four, five, six, and seven. Participants were invited to share additional
insights and observations in an open-themed discussion space called “The Last Word” during the
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eighth and final week of participation within the study. On the first day of the study and on each
subsequent Monday, weekly questions were distributed to participants via email. Participants
either replied directly to these emails or submitted their contributions in a new email, with some
participants having sent follow-up emails with additional text or images along with a request that
these be added to their original submission.
Within Photovoice methodologies, it is common to use dialogue prompts to foster and
focus group discussion. Hergenrather et al. (2009) noted that the ‘SHOWED’ acronym
developed by Shaffer (1983) – “What do you See here? What is really Happening here? How
does this relate to Our lives? Why does this concern, situation, strength exist? How can we
become Empowered through our new understanding? What can we Do?” (p. 26) – was
cumbersome and confining according to participants in some community-based research
projects. As an alternative to these prompts, I chose instead to post occasional comments asking
participants what these images conveyed about their own experience and what they had become
aware of from others’ experiences. This approach was essentially the spirit of another series of
prompts developed by Wang and Burris (1997) known as ‘VOICE’ – “voicing our individual and
collective experience” (p. 381) (Italics in original). However, after using such prompts within the
early weeks of the study, it became evident that these prompts were superfluous and
unnecessary; robust discussion was taking place without prompts. Thus, no further prompts for
additional insight were utilized throughout the study given the organically occurring narratives
and commentary were already rich with nuance and detail. Asking more of participants when
much was already being freely given also felt as though it may be an intrusion that might have
trespassed on the promise of their autonomy and agency in directing the conversation.
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Consequently, I cheerfully observed and held space to allow the participants to unbottle their
truths as they saw fit.
Analysis Procedure
The primary data generated and analyzed within this study consisted of the written
responses, images, and commentary submitted by participants. Secondary data, consisting of
fieldnotes and observations from the public exhibition, were created by the principal investigator
and also included within the analysis. Participants had the opportunity to engage each other in
dialogue through a commenting function within the study website (https://knightsoftheroad.ca/),
whereby this engagement drove the initial stage of the analysis within this study by shaping
emerging commentary that organically identified themes among participants’ images and
narratives that were both relevant to the research topic and meaningful to participants.
Latz (2017) described how she conducted analysis by open-coding Photovoice text in
printed transcripts of interviews on a line-by-line basis with a variety of coloured highlighters to
distinguish and isolate themes. A similar approach was utilized for the analysis in the current
study by copying the participant-generated images and text (including comment threads), into an
electronic document where this content was digitally highlighted to distinguish themes and subthemes as they became apparent through repetition. These excerpts were then transferred to a
data spreadsheet where more subthemes were identified.
Decoding and uncovering meaning embedded in the images was achieved both from a
face-value perspective and though observing overarching patterns that manifested across the
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body of work generated by participants. Many of the images submitted by participants were
subject to literal interpretation – depicting what happened or what something looked like from
their perspective in the given moment. Participants did flex their creative muscles, however, and
created tableaus of representative objects, submitted atmospheric landscapes, offered symbols or
illustrations to augment their narrative, and included memes that captured a particular sentiment
they wanted to express. Several participants submitted multiple images that told a story when
viewed as a compilation. A few participants even went to extraordinary lengths to compose
images that obscured and protected the identity of minor children without compromising the
artistic value or narrative impact.
By virtue of the study design as well as the rich contributions and enthusiastic
engagement of participants, this approach to the analysis phase of the study aligned with
Richardson’s (2000) as Creative Analytical Practice (CAP) criteria for evaluating ethnographic
findings, which were:
1. Substantive contribution: Does this piece contribute to our understanding of sociallife? Does the writer demonstrate a deeply grounded (if embedded) human-world
understanding and perspective? How has this perspective informed the construction
of the text?
2. Aesthetic merit: Does this piece succeed aesthetically? Does the use of creative
analytical practices open up the text, invite interpretive responses? Is the text
artistically shaped, satisfying, complex, and not boring?
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3. Reflexivity: How did the author come to write this text? How was the information
gathered? Ethical issues? How has the author’s subjectivity been both a producer and
a product of this text? Is there adequate self-awareness and self exposure for the
reader to make judgments about the point of view? Do authors hold themselves
accountable to the standards of knowing and telling of the people they have studied?
4. Impact: Does this affect me? Emotionally? Intellectually? Generate new questions?
Move me to write? Move me to try new research practices? Move me to action?
5. Expresses a reality: Does this text embody a fleshed out, embodied sense of livedexperience? Does it seem “true”—a credible account of a cultural, social, individual,
or communal sense of the “real”? (p. 254)
Utilizing such criteria within ethnographic research goes beyond the traditional standards for
ethnography while still maintaining high empirical standards of quality, validity, and rigour
alongside a postmodern lens that legitimizes subjective perceptions, lived experience, and
creativity as legitimate and equally valid perspectives and means for generating knowledge
(Richardson, 2000). As Richardson (2000) so aptly stated “creative arts is one lens through
which to view the world; analytical/science is another. We see better with two lenses. We see
best with both lenses focused and magnified” (p. 256).
To further ensure the credibility, trustworthiness, and validity of the analysis and findings
within this study, not only were participants’ responses to each other’s photographic and
narrative works and related commentary included within the analysis, but participants were also
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invited to review and comment on the thematic patterns identified during the analysis of their
contributions.
Sharing preliminary findings from the analysis with participants enabled participant
validation, thereby helping to ensure a fair and accurate analysis regarding the use and
interpretation of the data they created in their photographic and written narratives within the
study. The process of participant validation also offered an opportunity to solicit participants’
perspectives on the findings, whereby their feedback contributed to the analysis beyond the
commentary they offered as part of the active participation phase of the study.
Photo Exhibition
Participants’ images and narrative stories were custom printed and mounted on individual
foam core panels which were then displayed at a public exhibition (Figure 1, Taking a Closer
Look; Figure 2, Exhibition Viewers). Additional panels containing basic information on
Photovoice were also displayed to provide context and background on the study.
The exhibition was hosted on the second level of Regina Public Library Central Branch
from December 23, 2019 to February 3, 2020. Additional exhibitions and corresponding public
talks were cancelled due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding public
health measures that restricted gatherings and occupant capacity in public and private
commercial spaces.
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Figure 1
Taking a Closer Look

Future exhibitions and public talks may be hosted following the easing or elimination of
pandemic- related public health protocols. A non-participatory version of the study website
(https://knightsoftheroad.ca/) remains available online as a digital exhibition of participants’
contributions.
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Figure 2
Exhibition Viewers

Throughout the course of the study, participants mentioned a host of organizations,
corporate entities, non-governmental organizations, professional sectors, and individuals they
had strong social or professional bonds with as stakeholders or sources of significant influence
on the topic of trauma, recovery, and resilience related to their own traumatic experiences and
trauma-risk in the trucking industry in general. Drawing inspiration from the groups and
individuals of influence mentioned by participants, a wide and eclectic array of individuals and
groups were invited to attend a viewing and guided tour of the exhibition. Members of the local
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trucking community, high-profile trucking industry advocates, trucking community leaders,
leadership from the Saskatchewan Trucking Association (STA), representatives from SGI’s Auto
Fund division, along with members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) including all members
of provincial Cabinet were all invited to attend. Individuals in helping and medical professions
including physicians, therapists, and chiropractors, as well as members of local print and
broadcast media and participants in or travelling through the Regina area were also extended
invitations to attend.
Three representatives from SGI – Corporate Injury Claims Director, Daphne Graham;
Personal Injury Representative II, Kari Klassen; and Corporate Rehabilitation Services Director,
Jamie Rissling – scheduled an orientation and tour of the exhibition. Heather Day, president of
C.S. Day Trucking and member of the Board of Directors of the STA also attended on behalf of
her staff and the trucking association. Other exhibition attendees included opposition MLAs
Carla Beck (NDP MLA for Regina Lakeview) and Trent Wotherspoon (NDP MLA for Regina
Rosemont); Muhammad Fiaz (Saskatchewan Party MLA for Regina Pasqua); health researcher
Dr. Kelechi Eguzo, MD, MPH, GPO, PhD (c); John Thimothy, President and CEO of the Regina
International Film Festival; and dozens of library patrons. One participant also attended the
exhibition in person.
Ethical Considerations
Conceptualizing and reflecting on the lived experience of trauma is not a low-risk
undertaking for participants due to the risk of triggering emotional distress. As such, particular
attention was paid to participants’ mental health vulnerabilities and the images participants
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would create and submit as an accompanying or stand-alone visual discourse on the research
topic. All procedures related to participation, data collection, and the analysis within this study
were approved by the Royal Roads University Research Ethics Board in May 2019. All
prospective participants underwent exclusionary screening to identify whether they were
currently being treated for or experiencing symptoms of PTSD; prospective participants who
were identified as symptomatic or currently undergoing treatment were excluded from the study.
All recruited participants received a list of national and regional mental health supports including
help-line telephone numbers, SMS text services, and online chat resources.
To protect participant privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity, participant identities were
anonymized via the use of usernames, pseudonyms, digital avatars to accompany image and text
submissions to the study website (https://knightsoftheroad.ca/), and the use of gender-neutral
plural pronouns throughout the final publication. Participants selected their own usernames and
pseudonyms accompanied by the honorific title of ‘Sir’ in keeping with the theme of the study
website. Each participant was provided with a unique password to access the interactive areas of
the study website and were required to sign confidentiality agreements (Appendix D –
Participant Confidentiality Agreement) as a formal commitment to not share these passwords and
to maintain the confidentiality of all participants, discussions, and contributions related to the
study.
To further protect participant data hosted on the study website, the website was encrypted
using Web Security as a Service (WSAAS) obtained from Blackshield, a website security
platform that detects attempted hacking and malware attacks and protects websites from DDoS
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attacks, exploitation of code, and other threats. In lieu of training on the legal, ethical, and moral
considerations for photography, which normally take place prior to Photovoice projects as a
component of in-person training and orientation, participants were provided with a
comprehensive, illustrated Photovoice training and orientation guidebook (Appendix C) covering
these and other related topics. Participants were also supplied with printable forms for obtaining
consent to be photographed from individuals (Appendix E – Photography Subject Consent Form)
and property owners (Appendix F – Private Property Consent Form). All participants provided
consent to participate in the study by signing and returning an informed consent form (Appendix
B) to the principal investigator and were informed of the risks, benefits, and their right to
withdraw or refuse to participate in the study without consequence, repercussion, or reprisal.
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Chapter Four - Results
Participant Contributions
To say participants were generous in their content creation and engagement would be an
understatement. Of the thirteen of fifteen participants who actively participated throughout the
study, they contributed forty-nine narrative text submissions, sixty-six images to accompany
these, and ninety-two comments on other participants’ submissions. Sir Josy, Sir Poppa, and Sir
Dreamchaser were the most active participants, contributing text, photos, and comments in each
week of the study. These participants contributed twelve, eleven, and fourteen images,
respectively, and wrote twenty-nine, twelve, and four comments, respectively, on other
participants’ written and photo narratives. Sir Pete Wilson, Sir Jesse, and Sir Goggs each made
six weekly posts, contributed seven, six, and two images, respectively, and wrote thirteen,
eleven, and seven comments, respectively, on other participants’ posts. Sir Kramer contributed to
four weekly discussions with four text narratives accompanied by one photo each and two
comments on other participants’ posts.
Six participants contributed just one response to a weekly discussion question during the
seven-week study period. Sir Python, Sir Coopy, Sir Texas Red, Sir Woodstock, and Sir Kam
each contributed text and photos in response to the discussion question for the first week of the
study. With the exception of Sir Kam, who submitted five images to accompany his text, each
submitted just one image with their narrative response. Sir Python, Sir Coopy, Sir Texas Red,
and Sir Woodstock contributed six, three, three, and two comments, respectively, on other
participants’ posts. Sir Poppa Bear’s sole post was a narrative and single photo submitted in
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response to the discussion question for week four. Neither Sir Kam nor Sir Poppa wrote
comments on other participants’ posts.
It was not possible to include all narrative and photographic submissions from study
participants in this thesis or in the photo exhibition, so a read-only version of the study website
showcasing the full text of all the contributions remains online at https://knightsoftheroad.ca.
Findings
As the principal investigator, I authored the first three weekly discussion questions, and
the remainder of the discussion questions for weeks four through seven were proposed by
participants. The following questions were posed to guide weekly Photovoice submissions and
prompt subsequent discussion:
1. How did what happened change your life, at home and at work? (Principal investigator)
2. What do you want people – such as the public, friends, family, health care providers, people
in companies – to know about what you went through? (Principal investigator)
3. In a perfect world what support should be there for truckers who many go through this in the
future? (Principal investigator)
4. Roadside memorials can be found on roads large and small, urban and rural, all over Canada.
They mark the location of a tragic loss. How do you feel about these memorials in general?
What feelings or thoughts come to you when you see them? (Sir Kramer)
5. Non-truckers don’t know much about truckers’ relationships with the trucks. They may be a
means to an end (income, benefits) or something more personal (family tradition, freedom of
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the road) or even something else (a safe/familiar place, a companion, an obligation). What
does the truck, whether it’s yours or not, mean to you? (Sir Jesse and Sir Kramer)
6. As you look back at all the changes in your personal and professional life since the trauma
you were involved in, are any of the changes positive? This week, share story and photos
about any good, positive, healthy, or beneficial things that came about as a result of being
involved in a tragic event. (Sir Josy)
7. How many of you have been back to revisit the crash site? Did it help to see it or make things
worse? (Sir Pete Wilson)
Participants provided thoughtful and highly individual responses to these questions, but within
their question-specific responses they also raised discussion of specific topics and circumstances
relevant to their lived experiences and identified issues that recurred and resonated throughout
the study. The following themes were most prominent among participants’ photographic and
written Photovoice narratives and subsequent discussion and commentary:
a) Truckers’ post-collision harm is multidimensional;
b) Empathy for collision victims;
c) Truckers’ relationships with and personification of commercial vehicles;
d) Belief that those outside the industry cannot empathize with truckers;
e) Difficulties with formal supports; and
f) Resilience factors supporting their recovery.
These themes emerged from an analysis of participants’ photographic images both independent
from as well as in relation to their illustrative meaning in the written narratives and commentary
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that participants paired them with. Relevant subthemes related to both written and photographic
narratives are also discussed. Participants’ written narratives, responses, and commentary are
presented verbatim aside from minimal occasional corrections to spelling, grammar, or
punctuation for the sake of clarity.
Theme 1: Truckers’ Post-Collision Harm is Multidimensional
Without irony, it is evident that collisions had significant impacts on participants.
Participants attributed a range of mental and physical harms including depression, anxiety,
PTSD, chronic pain, social withdrawal from family and friends, fear of driving, loss of
enjoyment in the profession, and exiting the profession as direct consequences of being involved
in fatal or catastrophic collisions. Participants who could not work due to injury or uneasiness
behind the wheel faced financial hardships that produced their own suite of emotional and mental
distress. These effects did not occur in a vacuum. Spouses, children, and family members of
participants were also negatively affected by participants’ post-collision conditions.
Mental and Physical Harms
The participants shared unique and deeply personal accounts of how their involvement in
fatal or catastrophic collisions had significant and pervasive impacts on their mental and physical
well being as well as varied social and financial implications. Sir Pete Wilson experienced
mental, physical, and financial hardship in the immediate aftermath of a high-speed head-on
collision with a driver who, according to Sir Pete Wilson’s account of the collision shared in
Week 4, deliberately crossed into Sir Pete Wilson’s lane. Sir Pete Wilson was unable to work
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due to physical injuries so severe they required assistance dressing and eating for six months, and
because the vehicle, which Sir Pete Wilson owned, was a total loss. Sir Pete Wilson described
how this collision affected him and shared a photograph of his children’s drawings displayed on
the family fridge (Figure 3, Sir Pete Wilson, Week 1). Although six months following the
collision, Sir Pete Wilson purchased another vehicle and returned to work, they described how
they were
Swerving for the ditch any time a car got close to the center line. That’s gotten better with
time but the vibrations of the truck still affect my hand, cold weather makes it feel like
somebody has it in a vise […] I see the scribblings of our 4 boys [Figure 3, Sir Pete
Wilson, Week 1], pages covered in trucks and I hope like hell they lose the infatuation
with them and choose something else as a career. (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 1)
Figure 2
Sir Pete Wilson, Week 1
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Sir Pete Wilson also described the months following the collision:
countless nights of no sleep from the pain, the pins in my hand, the thoughts and the
stress […] I only wish I had a picture of our empty spare room and the circle I paced into
the carpet as I watched everything we worked for get flushed down the drain over
something that wasn’t even my fault. (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 2)
For Sir Jesse, pain has also become a constant companion. Although they are able to
work, attend to and manage household tasks, and engage in recreational activities, they
explained:
I never leave home without some kind of over-the-counter pain medications. I do not
need to take them every day but when I am having a day worse than others I know I will
not function without them. They have become a part of my life. I have them in every
vehicle, lunch kit, and pocket [...] The pain is always there though. An annoying pain.
Just enough that I know it’s there and that it will ALWAYS be there. I was only 24 years
old when my incident happened and it has been over ten years. I don’t remember what it
is like to not have constant pain. (Sir Jesse, Week 1)
In the immediate aftermath of their involvement in a fatal collision, Sir Dreamchaser
described that they “suffered from severe depression, couldn’t sleep so with that came agitation
and anger. I could only work for about 3 months at a time then spend 3 months curled up in a
ball hiding in a corner (it seemed like)” (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 1). Sir Poppa described going
through “a tough and lonely time” after their collision (Sir Poppa, Week 2) but decided to return
to trucking eighteen months later. However, Sir Poppa offered further reflection on this decision
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“Was this the right choice? In hindsight it was not, as a year later I had a second bad accident”
(Sir Poppa, Week 2).
Sir Woodstock described how being involved in a fatal multi-vehicle collision in 2004
instigated by an impaired driver led to withdrawal and feelings of alienation from their family
and social circle. Sir Woodstock submitted a stock image of a solitary person surrounded by yet
isolated within a crowd to illustrate their account (Figure 4, Sir Woodstock, Week 1):
It bothered me for quite some time. I kept away from family & friends and didn’t talk to
anyone for quite a while […] Although I never drank much, my friends did, and I didn’t
mind. I think it was about that time that I started really pulling away from them. They
would drive “buzzed” and I didn’t like it and I told them. I’m not sure if I pulled away
from them, or if they pulled away from me, but I definitely felt like I didn’t belong. (Sir
Woodstock, Week 1)
Figure 3
Sir Woodstock, Week 1
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Sir Coopy offered a vivid account of their head-on collision with an SUV driver who crossed the
center line into their lane and shared an image of a winding single-lane roadway with a bright
yellow centre line (Figure 5, Sir Coopy, Week 1). However, unlike Sir Woodstock, Sir Coopy
explained how this incident brought them closer to their family:
I was in shock for awhile. Saw him sitting straight up in his seat. When I got my s$%t
together I went looking for him and thinking maybe there were other people, kids in the
car. But it was just him and somehow that was good. At home I am a lot closer to my
family then ever, knowing it could all end in a flash. At work I am more alert then ever,
especially on 2 lane highways. I am also more aware of mental health issues and
constantly talking to my children, I have 4, to keep an ear for possible problems. (Sir
Coopy, Week 1)
Figure 4
Sir Coopy, Week 1
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Sir Texas Red also described the significant relational impacts within their personal and
professional life they experienced following a rear-end collision that resulted in litigation, where
they explained “at work I could only talk to a couple of people and my time driving was at an
end. I was put to do jobs that were not part of my description and my pay was cut in half” (Sir
Texas Red, Week 1).
Distinct from the social and relational implications related to involvement in fatal or
catastrophic collisions, Sir Kramer described their experience of a loss of enthusiasm for the job
in the aftermath of their involvement in a fatal collision and shared a symbolic image of partially
drawn curtains separating a truck cabin from the rest of the vehicle (Figure 6, Sir Kramer, Week
1):
I don’t want to open that curtain [Figure 6, Sir Kramer, Week 1] and get in the seat. I’m
constantly wondering what else in this world I could do and be proud of and give me the
same feelings that trucking use to give me….. I’m one thing…. a driver….. the love and
passion and confidence I had for it died right along side of the passenger in the car that
hit me head-on. (Sir Kramer, Week 1)
Somewhat similarly, Sir Kam described initial and ongoing difficulties related to their response
to stimuli on the job that affected their driving and their ability to travel at will:
At first I didn’t know if I could drive a truck. It took me 30 minutes just to turn it on, and
another 30 min to put it gear. But I did it over the years. I had a few close calls that put
me into a “panic” if you will, but I stop and get myself together. I go out of my way to
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shut down if it’s high congestion time or if an accident, I shut it down. I stay home on
major holidays. Or give myself alot of extra time to make it. I have missed holidays with
my family because it’s just too stressful for me. My accident happened Labour Day
weekend and I park it, no ifs ands or buts. (Sir Kam, Week 1)
Figure 5
Sir Kramer, Week 1
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Neither Sir Josy nor Sir Goggs were behind the wheel during their collisions, but both
were physically injured and later diagnosed with PTSD. Sir Josy’s spouse and co-driver was
operating the vehicle when it stuck another semi-truck that had been in a collision with a deer
moments earlier. Sir Josy stated that it took an hour to extricate them both from the vehicle
(Figure 7, Sir Josy, Week 1) and how, following the collision “the fact I saw my husband
disfigured was traumatizing enough that for the first month he couldn’t leave my sight. Not even
at the toilet” (Sir Josy, Week 1). In Week 2, Sir Josy elaborated further about witnessing this
collision, where they noted “when people like me are stuck with a traumatizing image in their
head you think (or say) it’ll pass/it won’t last. But most of the time is does last.”
Figure 6
Sir Josy, Week 1

Although physically able to drive, Sir Josy described “being nervous when people passed by and
more nervous when I saw a deer. I still have those mental images that will never go away and
prevent me from driving trucks again” (Sir Josy, Week 2).
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Sir Goggs was also driving team as a passenger in the truck during their collision. Sir
Goggs’s driver fell asleep at the wheel while Sir Goggs was asleep and unrestrained in the bunk.
In Week 1, Sir Goggs wrote that they sustained multiple rib fractures and a dislocated shoulder
that required surgery when vehicle did a 360-degree roll, and that the driver “walked away with a
pulled muscle.” Sir Goggs also explained how being off work for a total of thirteen months “put
us financially into a deep debt which we are still trying to get out of” Sir Goggs was diagnosed
with PTSD a year after the collision, and emphasized
The part that bothers me other than memories of the accident and physical pain is that I
was in the bunk and the other driver in the truck crashed the truck. I did nothing wrong
and my family and myself have to suffer. (Sir Goggs, Week 3)
Several participants described how what may be considered ordinary visual or auditory
stimuli cause them to recall painful feeling and memories of their collision:
When we crashed, the first thing I saw was Orion where the roof was supposed to be.
Now, everytime I look at the sky it’s the only one I see. That constellation keeps bringing
me back to that moment, to when I noticed something was wrong […] Taking “Happy”
pills will never take that mental image away. (Sir Josy, Week 2)
Likewise, Sir Pete Wilson described how, while watching an episode of the television series
Criminal Minds when a particular scene – a trucker rounding a corner to find a car in their path –
literally sent him out of his seat: “The screeching tires. The quiet of the engine. That smashing
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sound, it’s one you’ll never forget. When I opened my eyes I was across the house with my
hands over my ears” (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 2).
Experiences of Witnessing Third-Party Collisions
In a discussion that occurred over several weeks throughout the study, Sir Pete Wilson,
Sir Dreamchaser, and Sir Goggs described the consequences of witnessing collisions they were
not involved in and being the first to stop and render assistance to victims. In Week 1, Sir
Dreamchaser described their experience of mental and emotional pain as a result of seeing
collision victims dying and in distress as well as the experience of being dismissed once first
responders arrived on scene added to their pain:
Once emergency crews arrive we are told that “they” will handle it from there and we
shrink back to our trucks and fade off into the distance as we drive away, if we’re not
directly involved. You witness the Trauma caused to the accident victims, not realizing
the Psychological Trauma and its effects that it is having on you because you have been
pushed aside as a second thought, so you push Those feelings aside as a second thought.
(Sir Dreamchaser, Week 1)
In Week 2, Sir Dreamchaser further expanded on this topic and wrote that “if first responders
experience and are acknowledged for psychological Trauma then how would it be different for
me?” Sir Pete Wilson later disclosed that they witnessed the scene of a fatal two-vehicle
collision, as shown in the images they submitted for Week 4 (Figure 8, Sir Pete Wilson, Week
4). They and another driver stopped to render aid to those at the scene of the collision and tried to
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extricate one of the victims still in the vehicle, with Sir Pete Wilson having provided the
following response to Sir Dreamchaser’s prior comments:
With all the wrecks I’ve seen, people I’ve held onto trying to keep warm as they slipped
away and of course my own accident it is nearly impossible to not think of all the what ifs
and if you let it go unchecked end up in a sobbing ball vowing never to leave the house
again (Sir Pete Wilson, comment to Sir Dreamchaser, Week 3).
In “The Last Word” – the open-ended opportunity for final reflections and discussion following
the seven weeks of discussion questions and Photovoice assignments – Sir Goggs described how
Figure 7
Sir Pete Wilson, Week 4
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they stopped to help a motorist after seeing a car hit a highway median three times before
veering off the road into a fence. “The driver was overdosing behind the wheel. A pick-up driver
stopped, it was him and myself till police arrived. Most people didn’t stop” (Sir Goggs, Week 8).
Beyond first-hand experiences of being involved in a fatal or catastrophic collision, experiences
that involve having witnessed such collisions were prevalent and prominent in the narratives
shared by participants.
Impact on Professional Life
Sir Kramer and Sir Pete Wilson both stated that their enjoyment of truck driving was a
casualty of their collisions. In their Week 1 post, Sir Kramer wrote that “the love and passion and
confidence I had for it died right along side of the passenger in the car that hit me head-on,” to
which Sir Pete Wilson replied “I loved this job. In many ways I still do but it’s just not the same
since I had my wreck. I agree with how you put that, a piece of me died on highway 20 as well.”
In response to a post by Sir Texas Red during Week 1, Sir Josy reflected on quitting trucking
entirely where they explained, “For me, it took a year and a half to change jobs just because I
never felt safe again in the big rig. I wish I could drive again but I know I never will.” Sir Josy
was not alone in their decision to park their rig for good following their collision – Sir Poppa
also left the profession.
Effects on Family Members
Many of the participants described how the emotional, physical, and financial aftermath
of their collisions affected those closest to them. Several participants described having very
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young children at the time of their collisions and how they were affected. For example, Sir Josy
described how their spouse’s injuries affected their young stepdaughter depicted in Figure 9 (Sir
Josy, Week 3):
My husband was disfigured in the accident and nobody was able to help my
stepdaughter. She is still traumatised today and keeps talking about the first time she saw
her dad like that. It’s still hard. She was only 3 when that happened. She knew we needed
help and she always offer herself to do laundry [Figure 9, Sir Josy, Week 3] because her
dad could barely move because of the scars. (Sir Josy, Week 3)
Participants’ spouses also figured prominently in discussions in nearly every week of the
study. Nearly all participants contributed robust, highly personal accounts of how their spouses
responded to the myriad of effects and consequences the collisions had on participants both in
the immediate aftermath as well as presently, after much time had elapsed. In six of the seven
weekly discussions, Sir Dreamchaser described the impact their career, and events in it, has had
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Figure 8
Sir Josy, Week 3

on their spouse. Sir Dreamchaser explained that, under ordinary circumstances, the spouse of a
trucker “is a single mother because her husband the truck driver is gone for 3 to 6 weeks at a
time and then only home for a couple days before he has to leave again” (Sir Dreamchaser, Week
5). However, under exceptional circumstances,
It changes our relationships with our spouses, children, relatives and even our friends.
Sometimes it brings us closer, sometimes it drives us apart, sometimes both. We become
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withdrawn and if our loved ones don’t realize what is happening then they think that
“you’ve changed” and in a way we have but don’t know how to explain it, the wedge gets
driven deeper if our family doesn’t know how to help. (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 2)
In Week 3, Sir Goggs described how their spouse was their one and only source of
emotional and mental support and noted that they “put her through hell and she still stuck with
me.” The following week, Sir Pete Wilson responded to Sir Goggs’ post with an account of how
their marriage was on the brink of collapse a year after the collision that left them unable to eat
or dress without assistance, and without and income due to the loss of the vehicle:
I actually rented my own place and was moving out. I figured they would be better off
with out me and this truck load of problems I had encountered because of my job, or
rather someone else’s actions […] we sat down and let it all out. 7 hours at our kitchen
table. She saved my life and that day saved our marriage. (Sir Pete Wilson, comment to
Sir Goggs, Week 3).
Notably, several participants reported being closer than ever to spouses and other family
members as a direct consequence of their collisions. In their Week 6 post, Sir Josy wrote that
they and their co-driver (their romantic partner) got married. Sir Poppa met and married their
partner shortly after their collision and adopted a second cat from a local rescue shelter. Offering
an explanation for these strengthened bonds and connections with their spouses, Sir Coopy wrote
that, “At home, I am a lot closer to my family then ever, knowing it could all end in a flash” (Sir
Coopy, Week 1).
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Based on the personalized accounts of participants, it was evident that involvement in
fatal or catastrophic collisions not only had significant mental and physical consequences for
participants’ well-being, but that these were intertwined with each other as well as social,
professional, and financial implications that further compounded their negative effects. However,
participants also highlighted how their experiences had positive effects on their interpersonal
relationships despite the strain that such experiences would be expected to cause.
Theme 2: Empathy for Collision Victims and Each Other
Participants demonstrated empathy for collision victims by centering them as a topic in
two of the four discussion questions proposed by participants. The Week 4 and Week 7
discussion questions provided forums for participants to discuss the complexities of truckers’
relationships with roadside memorials of victims and experiences of returning to the site of
collisions. Throughout these discussions, however, participants were supportive and
compassionate in their commentary and discussions and were quick to validate others’ lived
experiences. There was also not a single instance of a participant stating a negative opinion of a
victim, either pertaining to their own or another participant’s collision.
Many participants also wanted to honour the lives of victims of these collisions. Sir
Poppa Bear submitted a photo of the roadside memorial (Figure 10, Sir Poppa Bear, Week 4)
marking the site where the victim in their own collision died:
When I do happen to travel down that stretch of highway I always make a point to stop
and pay my respects. It’s a memory and grief that will forever be etched in my brain […]
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It’s a sad reminder of lives that have been taken too early. I mourn for every individual
and have sympathy for the other party. For I know what they are going through. I notice
every one I pass and I wish others did too. (Sir Poppa Bear, Week 4).
Sir Pete Wilson informed the group that the State of Montana places markers at all highway
Figure 9
Sir Poppa Bear, Week 4
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fatality sites. In Sir Pete Wilson’s opinion, “markers are a good thing […] It’s a show of respect
but also a reminder that driving is a serious matter and it is dangerous” (Sir Pete Wilson, Week
4). Sir Josy also wrote comments in support of markers as reminders for those close to the
victims but further qualified their comments with clarification that “I don’t say it’s a good thing
because for me, it keeps reminding me of what happened” (Sir Josy, Week 4). Sir Josy was not
alone in their mixed view on roadside memorials. In their response to the discussion question for
Week 4, Sir Poppa wrote:
I see the reason why people will put them up as a reminder to others that something
happened […] but can lead to being a distraction to drivers and cause people to slow
down and rubberneck which can cause more accidents and tragedy. (Sir Poppa, Week 4)
Sir Dreamchaser also had mixed views on roadside memorials at fatal collision sites. Although
Sir Dreamchaser stated that a roadside memorial can be an effective reminder of what took place
at that location, family members erecting them and embellishing them
places their lives in the path of danger, the sad part is that they would do that no matter
what. How far do you let the family members decorate them? I have seen them lit up like
Christmas trees creating a bigger distraction then they should be. (Sir Dreamchaser,
Week 4)
Making a very poignant personal connection, the topic of roadside memorials prompted Sir Jesse
to write about a memorial they never wanted to see – that of their daughter, who recently earned
her first driver’s licence (Figure 11, Sir Jesse, Week 4):
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I will have to turn my baby over to the road, with nothing but hope that I have taught her
all the skills, and prayer that she doesn’t become a roadside memorial, knowing all too
well that it happens to other families all too often. Watching my baby take the wheel
[Figure 11. Sir Jesse, Week 4] is the most terrifying thing I have ever done and roadside
memorials are the reminder of that. (Sir Jesse, Week 4)
Figure 10
Sir Jesse, Week 4
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The discussion question that participants posed for Week 7 was, in some ways, a logical
continuation of the discussion question they posed for Week 4, inviting participants to elaborate
further on their relationship to the site and the event itself. Sir Josy stated that they had not
returned to the physical location, however, they are intimately familiar with the location and
shared, as their Week 7 photo, an image of the GPS location on map. Sir Poppa’s collision took
place on busy thoroughfare that, out of necessity, they travelled many times after the collision.
They described travelling this route as “spooky but it didn’t affect me as much as I thought it
would” (Sir Poppa, Week 7). Sir Dreamchaser was not certain whether or not they had returned
to all of the scenes of the fatal third-party collisions they witnessed or were involved in directly:
If I have it was by accident (ha ha), I have blocked out most, all but one, the first. I don’t
think that one will ever leave me alone, even though it wasn’t something I caused and I
don’t feel blame for it, it still haunts me to this day. (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 7)
Sir Goggs also recalled travelling past the location of their collision a few years ago and
commented “I was a little apprehensive to go by but when I did was I relieved and able to move
on with my life, pain and all” (Sir Goggs, Week 7). Sir Kramer returned to the collision scene
many times with the intention of laying flowers at the roadside memorial (Figure 12, Sir Kramer,
Week 7). They cannot avoid it because it is on a route they travel often in the course of their
trucking job:
I always mentally prepare myself as I approach it..… I catch myself holding my breath
and then let it out once I pass.… I’m not really sure why I do that.… I just do. I keep
these flowers in my bunk with the intention of laying them next to the cross on the side of
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the road.… the first few times driving by the site I started slowing down to pull over but I
just couldn’t do it and drove off..… every time I go by I would get closer to stopping..…
one day I finally stopped and grabbed the flowers out of my bunk but I couldn’t open my
door and actually get out so I just sat there for a few moments and then left. Maybe not
today, tomorrow, next week or even next year..… but Someday these flowers [Figure 12,
Sir Kramer, Week 7] will get there..… (Sir Kramer, Week 7)
Even in discussions of collision circumstances in other weeks of the study, participants
did not condemn, attack, or voice a single negative opinion about victims – even those who were
the direct cause of the collisions that profoundly affected the participants’ lives. In fact, the very
first words of the very first submission received for Week 1 were Sir Josy’s reflection on the
Figure 11
Sir Kramer, Week 7
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truck driver whose actions caused the collision, where they reasoned “I was the victim of a
victim [...] I never blame that guy. He did what he thought was best” (Sir Josy, Week 1). This
same sentiment of empathy, compassion, and thoughtful reflection on the complexity and nuance
of victimhood was echoed throughout the entirety of the study.
Theme 3: Truckers’ Relationships with and Personification of Commercial Vehicles
Of all the topics proposed by the participants, their relationship with the vehicle is one
which it seems unlikely an academic would have asked about, let alone even thought to ask.
Further underscoring the disconnect between truckers and those outside of this profession, Sir
Jesse emphasized “that is one thing a non-trucker will never understand is the relationship with
our trucks” (Sir Jesse, comment to Sir Kramer, Week 3). The personification, warm affection for
trucks, how trucks are anthropomorphized, and how participants situated themselves and family
members within that relationship was a compelling point of discussion based on the emotionality
of the responses and the intra-group resonance and relatability that occurred.
Sir Poppa described a sense of affiliation with work trucks in addition to life-long
positive somatic experiences and fond childhood memories. In Week 5, Sir Poppa wrote:
My truck was always a piece of me if I owned it or was a company truck. It meant
freedom a way to see the country the way I could earn a living. I also found I slept better
with that Diesel running, the rumble it makes. I find that most people don’t understand
what or why we feel this way. I also like the older ones better as that’s what I grew up
around and first learned to drive. The other thing is the places it took me, the memories I
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have with my dad when I was a kid, also when he trained me to drive. (Sir Poppa, Week
5)
Here, Sir Poppa also identified two recurring themes echoed in other participants’ posts and
explicitly described by Sir Kramer in their Week 3 post: It is not unique for truckers to have
positive emotional and physical associations with trucks, and such associations may not be
understood or even posited by those outside the profession.
Further highlighting the strong bonds between truckers and their vehicles, Sir Kramer
described the emotional impact of the both the vehicle being a total loss and the experience of
being physically and permanently parted from it in the hours following a head-on collision
I went to professional counselling but felt stupid when I would tell them I think about my
truck a lot and felt guilty leaving it to get towed and eventually wrote off by the insurance
company. They didn’t understand that to me it was like losing a best friend….. an old
buddy that protected me when I needed it to the most. I remember my counsellor
brushing off anything I had to say about my truck…. whereas other drivers I talked to
knew exactly how I felt and felt the same way. (Sir Kramer, Week 3)
Not only was it a best friend – Sir Kramer’s truck also figured prominently in their leisure time
as an adjunct member of their family as depicted in the image they submitted for Week 5 (Figure
13, Sir Kramer, Week 5). Sir Kramer described how their truck was a permanent fixture around
their home and within their family life, complete with the responsibility and routine of looking
after it with care and attention:
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Any truck I drive is a part of my family…… I know it sounds completely ridiculous to
most but it’s true in my eyes. My kids pose with it for family pictures, my entire family
and friends help me shine it….. I park it outside my house on the weekends in my
driveway so I can see it from my favourite chair while I’m inside. Much of my weekends
are spent polishing it and getting it ready for the week ahead [Figure 13, Sir Kramer,
Week 5] …. just like I’d comb my kids’ hair and iron their clothes for Sunday Church….
it’s a representation of me. (Sir Kramer, Week 5)
Figure 12
Sir Kramer, Week 5
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Perhaps the most notable narrative exemplifying this phenomenon was Sir Pete Wilson’s Week 5
lengthy and vivid contribution describing the genesis and evolution of the bonds they formed
with their truck over the course of many years as memorialized by a wooden plaque crafted for
them by a family member (Figure 14, Sir Pete Wilson, Week 5):
There’s a common joke that goes around amongst those of us that own trucks about being
“married to the damn thing” but its more true than people realize. I grew up in a trucking
family, 4th generation, and swore I’d never get onto it. That was until I met my uncle’s
1979 Kenworth. The first time I sat in that truck and heard it run was almost as
exhilarating as the night I met my wife […] I had paid cash for my own truck, a 1978
Peterbilt Cabover. I spent 2 years getting it road ready, every spare minute it seemed […]
6 years ago when I hit the road for the first time in my own truck I was pretty proud […]
Then I lost the transmission halfway to Minnesota first trip. Felt like the first big fight
after a honeymoon […] It had a personality all its own. It eventually got named “Bad
Attitude” because of the constant shenanigans it seemed to pull […] When you put that
much time and effort into a dream and a truck you really do end up giving more of
yourself to the truck than you do to your spouse it seems […] You worry when its not
with you. You protect it because not only does it provide everything for your family but it
is home and a major part of who you are. Its a source of pride pulling into a truck stop or
a customer yard knowing you have something few others have or will ever experience.
We only ever missed one load […] when that truck was ripped from our lives because a
man couldn’t bare the pain of life and drove his pickup into us at 80 mph. It felt like
losing a close friend. All the sacrifices made reduced to a pile of scrap. The time put into
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it by family and friends wasted. I kept a few pieces of the truck and saved all my pictures
of it. A couple months after the wreck my dad met the original owner who gave me
several pictures from when he owned it. My brother knew how much that old truck meant
to me and my family. For Christmas that year he made this wooden plaque for me [Figure
14, Sir Pete Wilson, Week 5]. Seeing it reduced me to a blubbering mess. To some its
just a truck but I loved that old heap regardless of how many times it pitched a fit or
drove me up the wall with all its quirks. It was my favourite, my first truck and it can
never be replaced. (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 5)
In response to Sir Pete Wilson, Sir Josy wrote “I’m gonna say it: so sorry for your loss. It’s hard
enough to lose “someone” you’ve worked you’re a** to be with” (Sir Josy, comment to Sir Pete
Wilson, Week 5). Indeed, this message of condolence may be one that could only be truly given
by a fellow truck driver.
Figure 13
Sir Pete Wilson, Week 5
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Although they submitted a photo of intertwined hands bearing wedding bands to illustrate
the truck and driver relationship (Figure 15, Sir Jesse, Week 5), Sir Jesse described another facet
of the relationship with the truck – a reliable, faithful, and even entertaining workplace
colleague:
I am married to it. I spend more time in my truck than I do with my spouse, child, house,
dog, horse, or anything else in my life. My cross shift and I recently switched companies
and it was a hard decision to make, mostly because we would be leaving the truck too.
Our truck was called Triple 8. It ran 24 hours a day for 12 days straight, then would be
parked for 2 days before going back out for another 12. It was the oldest, most
underpowered truck in the fleet but it never let us down. I’d celebrate and pat that truck
on the dash when we made the big hill and I would apologize to it when I got it stuck.
That truck was my freedom, my sightseeing tour, my karaoke machine, my constant
companion, and my safety net all in one. I ran into that truck in the mill after switching
companies and it sounded terrible. It clearly wasn’t being looked after as well anymore. It
hurt. I phoned my old cross shift and we talked about it like an old co-worker who wasn’t
doing well. We still talk about that truck regularly, even though neither of us ever owned
it and both of us have moved on. I don’t know if I could ever fully explain what a truck
means to a trucker. (Sir Jesse, Week 5)
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Figure 14
Sir Jesse, Week 5

Even on days off, the presence of the truck is pervasive. For example, Sir Josy and Sir
Dreamchaser both discussed the implications of the truck as a physical residence. Semi-trucks
are commonly built with a sleeper compartment or berth featuring a built-in platform bed (from
single to double mattresses or featuring stacked bunk configurations in some models) along with
space and electrical outlets for very small food storage and preparation appliances. Be it ever so
humble, a sleeper is very much a home when used as such. It can be a practical and economical
option, but is also one used out of necessity, as Sir Dreamchaser explained:
We make our trucks […] a home away from home, more or less. One truck I had a 2
burner stove in it with a small fridge and I would cook as many of my own meals as I
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could […] It is the original tiny home, for some it is the only home they know as they
don’t have a home to go back to, whether it is because they are single saving up money
(or spending it faster than they can make it), married and the kids are out of the house and
this is the way they want to travel to see the country, divorced. (Sir Dreamchaser, Week
5)
For Sir Josy, the truck and the experience of trucking are both a literal and embodiment of home
for them:
You see a truck when I see this: a moving hotel room that you’re getting paid to be
inside! [...] People see a normal truck, but when I was in the trucking industry, I kept
saying: lets go home. My truck (which wasn’t mine) was my home. (Sir Josy, Week 5)
The collision that destroyed their truck also destroyed a significant amount of personal property
that Sir Josy and their co-driver and spouse incorporated into the vehicle to make it more homelike. In comments that followed the post, Sir Pete Wilson referred to the berth as “prison in a
rolling 8 x 8 box” (comment to Sir Josy, Week 5), but Sir Josy countered this comment and
argued “At least you move. I rather be behind a wheel than being stuck behind a computer all
day […] If I could, I would go back” (Sir Josy, comment to Sir Pete Wilson, Week 5).
Theme 4: Non-Truckers Cannot Empathize With Truckers’ Experiences
Across several weeks of the study, participants described feelings that only peers,
colleagues, and other truckers could truly empathize with their experiences, whether those
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experiences involved post-trauma conversations or the banality of trucking life. For instance, Sir
Pete Wilson shared:
I had a lot of people suggest counseling to talk about the wreck and things, but anyone I
had tried talking to, unless they had been through something similar themselves, just
didn’t “get it.” I lost my dog just doesn’t equate to the loss and despair of holding a
steering wheel trying to avoid an oncoming vehicle at highway speeds and realizing there
is no way out. There are some things in life that only experience can process. (Sir Pete
Wilson, Week 3)
Similarly, when things went catastrophically wrong for participants, they described how they
turned to others in the profession, in their workplaces, in peer groups online, and in their
immediate families for industry-informed support. For instance, Sir Josy discovered SSPT Chez
Les Camionneurs (PTSD Among Truck Drivers), a Quebec-based Facebook group created in
2016 for truckers with PTSD:
They helped me get through my accident. They helped me find the appropriate
professional to help me live a “normal” life. They tried to explain to my stepdaughter
why truck driving is important and the sacrifice her dad makes is worth alot and that she
was not the only one to miss her Daddy […] they are good because they know what we
are going through. This association was created by a truck driver for the truck drivers.
(Sir Josy, Week 3)
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Rather than finding support from peers online, Sir Kramer’s workplace and immediate social
circle were their primary and most effective supports in the aftermath of their fatal collision,
which they illustrated both narratively and figuratively through the metaphor of ‘being in the
same boat’ (Figure 16, Sir Kramer, Week 3):
I feel the best help I got was from other drivers who were “in the same boat” as me, so to
speak…… hence my picture [Figure 16, Sir Kramer, Week 3] […] openly sharing stories
with other drivers, the love and financial support I got from my Mom and Dad and the
emotional support I got from my boss were the number one reasons I was able to stay
afloat and get back to work after my accident. I had the perfect trifecta in my favour and
my heart breaks for my fellow drivers who are not as lucky as me. (Sir Kramer, Week 3)
Even among colleagues, this is not an easy conversation to have. Responding to Sir
Jesse’s Week 1 post, Sir Python explained that when you’re physically or emotionally injured on
the job:
You suck it up and carry on. Don’t talk about it, except to other hurtin’ old dinosaurs
comparing aches and pains and pass on the whole damn fool emotionally stunted
philosophy to the younger drivers coming in. (Sir Python, comment to Sir Jesse, Week 1)
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Figure 15
Sir Kramer, Week 3

Sir Dreamchaser described similar conversations in their workplace and that such conversations
and incidence of trauma in truck drivers is fairly common:
I have crossed paths with a lot of drivers over the years and we have each swapped
stories, talked “shop,” most all of us have that “story” I try to talk about it, I guess as a
way of therapy, a lot of us do. (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 2)
Not only did participants describe turning to their peer group for support due to a higher
level of relational empathy among in-group members – they also felt as though truckers were
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woefully misunderstood and misjudged by non-truckers. For example, in their Week 2 post, Sir
Jesse chose a comic book panel showing Batman in jail (Figure 17, Sir Jesse, Week 2) as a visual
metaphor for the mischaracterization of truckers held by the non-trucker populace:
People seem to have a distorted view of truckers. We are occasionally idolized but
usually thought of as nuisances. There is a huge disconnect between consumers and
truckers [...] they have no patience for the trucks on the road and are quick to point their
fingers when something goes wrong. […] I am not a superhero or a criminal. I am a
human being. It is hard to find people to turn to who understand the situation when their
perspectives are generally so distorted. (Sir Jesse, Week 2)

Figure 16
Sir Jesse, Week 2
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Even more broadly, as a term, ‘the trucking industry’ erases and alienates the presence of the
personnel that – until such time as trucks are fully autonomous or operated remotely in the
manner of drone aircraft – it cannot function without: The truck drivers themselves. Sir Josy
made this distinction in their discussion in the open-ended reflective discussion that concluded
the study during Week 8, “The Last Word,” where they noted “Most of them don’t understand
the fact that a trucker is fundamental to the economy. We all need truckers on a daily basis [for]
food, gas, cars, clothes and even housing” (Sir Josy, The Last Word).
Theme 5: Difficulties With Formal Supports
Participants described experiencing a host barriers, challenges, and other frustrations with
various obligatory and necessary post-collision processes such as insurance claims and income
supports through Workers’ Compensation, but they also described negative and stigmatizing
experiences accessing mental health supports. Most of the discussion aligning with this theme
took place in Week 3 when the discussion question explored participants’ experiences, good and
bad, with supports and resources available to them and what, ideally, should be in place for
truckers involved in fatal and catastrophic collisions. However, the theme centred around
difficulties with supports, processes, and resources re-emerged as a recurrent topic of discussion
in other weeks, as well.
In Week 1, Sir Texas Red offered a detailed account of their collision, along with a postcollision image they took of the passenger truck that struck their commercial truck from the rear
(Figure 18, Sir Texas Red, Week 1). In the immediate aftermath of the collision, the company
removed Sir Texas Red from driving roles and placed them in a role outside of their job
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description, at half their regular pay. The person they were meant to liaise with at the company
was not trained in accident management, which made matters even worse.
Sir Texas Red felt they were unable to talk to colleagues and they were not certain
whether the company would take their side if the insurance claim was disputed and went to court

Figure 17
Sir Texas Red, Week 1

– and it did. “When it first happened […] my world was kind of a mess. For days I was second
guessing myself about my decisions, what could I have done different,” Sir Texas Red wrote
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(Week 1). They explained that, during the two-year legal battle that ensued over the collision,
“lawyers jumped in […] and all my thoughts, actions, decisions and even the choice of
underwear color were called into question […] Mean and ugly things were said and this even
came from people I worked with” (Sir Texas Red, Week 1). Ultimately, the insurance company
settled with the trucking company and Sir Texas Red resumed driving, but they expressed how
this experience continues to influence them “I made the right choices and would not have done
anything different but I find myself thinking about… where I park, the speed I drive or the roads
I drive on due to this experience” (Sir Texas Red, Week 1).
Several Canadian participants accessed or attempted to access benefits through provincial
or territorial Workers’ Compensation boards or commissions, and accounts of those experiences
are uniformly, emphatically negative. In their Week 2 and Week 3 posts, Sir Pete Wilson
explained how, as an owner-operator just launching his business, they obtained the least amount
of coverage that would allow them to operate legally. They came to regret that decision
following their collision and explained how “every day was a war with insurance. When you are
the sole provider and aren’t rendered basically useless till further notice its a horrible feeling.
Bills and little mouths don’t care about policy” (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 2). Sir Pete Wilson also
submitted a photo depicting a young man’s emotional despair (Figure 19, Sir Pete Wilson, Week
2), and elaborated that the benefit
was barely enough to pay my rent let alone support a family, car payments, utilities etc.
On top of that […] we raced through the papers WCB [Workers’ Compensation Board]
wanted signed to begin paying us and the sneaky jerks threw in an “election to claim”
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clause which entitled them to ANY money paid to us by an insurance company as
settlement for the accident. This in turn led to them suing us for my insurance payout.
(Sir Pete Wilson, Week 3)
In a different turn of events, Sir Poppa described being denied benefits altogether, having stated
“I was told by the WCB [Workers’ Compensation Board] that it couldn’t be a result of my
accident 6 months prior” (Week 2). Likewise, Sir Goggs was also denied benefits:
When my accident happened the company helped me get home. After that the company
said it was up to compensation board to deal with. I was off 7 months. Comp played me
when I got back to work. I had no income, a wife and 2 kids (1 and 3 years old at time). I
went to welfare […] I went into debt with credit cards to survive and to take care of my
family. (Sir Goggs, Week 3)

Figure 18
Sir Pete Wilson, Week 2
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Yet even when payment is forthcoming, according to Sir Josy, the processes and protocols to
access it are frustrating:
WSIB, CSST and any work compensation say they help us, but they don’t. They pay you,
[but] they send you to 1000 people before you can even get help but they are bureaucrats
and don’t know what people go through. For them post traumatic disorder is worth
nothing and you can physically work so you don’t get that much help. (Sir Josy, Week 3)
Participants also described how resources offered by Workers’ Compensation Boards
made post-collision circumstances more difficult physically and emotionally. For instance, Sir
Jesse submitted a symbolic image of a physician’s hand pocketing cash into the pocket of a white
lab coat (Figure 20, Sir Jesse, Week 3), and described feeling as though the agency and
specialists were not genuinely empathetic, acting in their best interest, or even listening to them
when they asked for specific treatment and care for physical injuries they were recovering from:
I found the process to be a joke. Since I was on WCB [Workers’ Compensation Board] I
had to see their specialists. They would not let me return to work until I completed 8
weeks of physiotherapy. However, they did not have their own therapists in my small
town so I drove 2 hours to therapy where I simulated my job for 4 hours with a physical
therapist and then drove 2 hours home. It probably would have been easier to go to work.
They also had me see one of their psychologists. She listened to me for a bit and then told
me quite simply that I would either get over my fears and continue driving or it would be
too much and I should find a different job. I found it laughable that that was the best
advice she could give me. Then I saw one of their chiropractors. He looked at my x-rays
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and said I did not need chiropractic care. End of story. Since WCB’s specialist said I
didn’t need it, they have never and won’t provide it. All the specialists I seen were there
to look out for WCB instead of my best interests. They are paid to get me back to work as
soon as possible but to make it look like they helped so that my case can’t be reopened. I
learned to deal with it internally because I realized no one is really interested in helping
me. They are all interested in the mighty dollar [Figure 20, Sir Jesse, Week 3]. (Sir Jesse,
Week 3)

Figure 19
Sir Jesse, Week 3

In a different instance, Sir Kramer also recalled getting advice from a mental health professional
that was not particularly helpful and actually insensitive to realities within the trucking
profession:
My counsellor suggested that when lights start to bother me, lay down and hug a pillow
…. I tried to explain to him that I can’t pull over and hug a pillow…. we don’t have the
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kind of job that allows us to do that…. he really didn’t have an answer for that.
Professional help did nothing for me. (Sir Kramer, Week 3)
Finally, participants also describe facing barriers to accessing care or resources following
their collisions. Notably, Sir Dreamchaser talked about barriers to care in several differently
weekly posts. These barriers ranged from not correlating symptoms to traumatic events, stigma,
and neither they themselves nor other truckers generally knew how to go about finding and
accessing mental health supporters. In Week 1, they wrote that they did not seek out mental
health supports right away because the did not immediately recognize that they were
experiencing distress or a decline in their mental health, and noted that “I was lucky to have a
very supportive family who helped see me through my dark times as I did not seek professional
help in the beginning not knowing what was ‘wrong’” (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 1). In Week 2,
they described being aware of other truckers dying by suicide due to depression within their
comment that “Many drivers have talked about friends they knew that couldn’t get past what
happened, couldn’t find a way to deal with the Trauma, and in so doing… took their own life to
end the ‘pain’” (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 2). Lastly, in Week 3, Sir Dreamchaser noted that
truckers may not even know how to access mental health supports and shared an image of a
person sinking after falling through the water’s surface (Figure 21, Sir Dreamchaser, Week 3) to
illustrate the experience of coping with mental health challenges alone:
Many of us “suffer in silence” because we don’t know who to turn to, where to go to be
able to find someone to help us cope with what we witnessed, experienced, was a part of
[Figure 21, Sir Dreamchaser, Week 3].
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I have talked about my experiences a little with professionals, I needed to get “me” under
control and broke out the wire frame, still have to go in and build the full app if you know
what I mean, a lot of stuff buried, blocked out that I don’t remember (probably for good
reason) and a lot of crap I really wish I could forget. It really didn’t help being raised by
parents that didn’t believe in “shrinks” and “touchy, feely” crap, tough it out… Be a man
about it… (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 3)

Figure 20
Sir Dreamchaser, Week 3
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Theme 6: Resilience Factors Supporting Perseverance and Recovery
The majority of participants continued to drive commercial vehicles for a living after
their collisions. The circumstances that facilitated their emotional and physical recovery as well
as their transition back to work came up in the context of several other discussion questions. Sir
Josy proposed the topic of whether past traumatic experiences were transformational in positive,
healthy, or beneficial ways as a discussion question for Week 6 because of eventual positive
outcomes flowing from their own traumatic collision experiences. All six of the responses to this
discussion question were accompanied by images that depicted relationships of some kind,
including depictions of romantic relationships and couples, formal and informal family groups,
with a pet, with a commercial vehicle, and the trucking profession.
Multiple participants described how, despite the negative consequences of being involved
in a fatal or catastrophic collision, these experiences also served to strengthen personal
relationships. For Sir Josy, the bonds of affection and closeness with their partner (Figure 22, Sir
Josy, Week 6) and those in their social and familial circle were strengthened:
I started to appreciate life more […] I got married to my partner in life (and on the road)
[Figure 22, Sir Josy, Week 6], I never realized before how much I love him and how
much I need him. I also realized how much my family and friends care about me. (Sir
Josy, Week 6)
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Figure 21
Sir Josy, Week 6

Sir Goggs also reported a similar strengthening of relationships, such as their relationship with
their spouse (Figure 23, Sir Goggs, Week 6), in the aftermath of their collision, where they stated
“the one positive thing I can say about what happen to me is that I found out who my true friends
were and how having a wife that stood by through the bad time meant everything” (Sir Goggs,
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Figure 22
Sir Goggs, Week 6

Week 6). Regarding the positive outcome that Sir Dreamchaser experienced, they credited their
“spouse, kids, family and their strength to help me carry me” (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 6) as
depicted within a family photo (Figure 24, Sir Dreamchaser, Week 6). They added,
I think in a way these events have made us stronger individuals, have made our families
[Figure 24] stronger and prepared us for just about anything that could be thrown at us, if
you want to look at it that way, its hard to. After all we have endured thus far, we have
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persevered and survived, we’ve stumbled, struggle but we have gotten up again, haven’t
we? (Sir Dreamchaser, Week 6)

Figure 23
Sir Dreamchaser, Week 6

Lastly, Sir Pete Wilson described more broadly how their post-collision resolve and
determination, illustrated by a commando crawl through the mud (Figure 25, Sir Pete Wilson,
Week 6), played a key role in restoring their business, keeping their family intact, and left them
feeling equipped to handle difficult situations in the future:
A close friend and someone I respect greatly was chastising me for […] how stubborn I
have been about righting this ship my way. In a moment of exasperation, he blurted out,
“Yeah, and just what has your stubbornness gotten you anyways?” My calm and
immediate response is what hit me so hard… “Payments and a healthy family.” […] Its
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utterly true. We are in debt up to our ears but the lights are still on. The truck that
replaced my dream truck was an uncomfortable bucket of bolts that cost us a small
fortune […] but it put food on the table every day […] The debt, the truck and the stress
that replaced a fairly happy life after my wreck broke us and forced us to learn to
communicate or cease to coexist. We learned to team up and soldier on no matter what
got thrown at us. Those things help us every day to be the best parents we can to our 4
boys. Most people would never suspect the battles we face because of how we have
learned to conduct ourselves facing extremely bleak situations. (Sir Pete Wilson, Week 6)

Figure 24
Sir Pete Wilson, Week 6
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Narratives Within Participants’ Images
Images offered by participants included original photographs they created for the study,
images others took such as photographs from occasions, memes, stock photography sourced
from the Internet, and one screen capture. These images tell their own story both within and
outside the contexts of the participants’ written narratives. Of the sixty-six images participants
submitted to accompany and add meaning or nuance to their written narratives, twenty-eight
featured a vehicle as the primary subject, and five situated roads and highways as the primary
subject. When tallied together, photographs of vehicles and roadways accounted for half of all
the images contributed to this study. Notably, with the exception of the Week 5 discussion
question exploring what commercial trucks mean to those who own and/or drive them, no other
week included vehicles as the explicit topic of discussion.
Although the particular circumstances of participants’ individual collisions were
discussed within the participant screening and informed consent procedures, none of the
discussion questions centered upon collision circumstances. However, several participants chose
to discuss these circumstances in the context of weekly discussion questions. Sir Josy and Sir
Texas Red volunteered photographs of the wreckage from their own collisions, and Sir Pete
Wilson shared photographs of a wreck from a fatal collision he had witnessed. While it is
possible and even probable that participants possessed images depicting far more graphic
evidence of harm such as blood, injured victims, and human remains, the photographs
participants submitted successfully portrayed magnitude and severity of these events without
depicting gore.
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The participants demonstrated extraordinary creativity and care in curating and
composing the visual components of their answers to the discussion questions. Participants were
quite meticulous in their adherence to the photography guidelines regarding obtaining consent to
photography, particularly insofar as minor children and third parties were concerned. Some
participants posed their subjects with backs to camera or in silhouette and showcased individual
features such as hands. Assembling objects that evoked emotion and depicted a state of mind,
submitting purely metaphorical representations such as a colour swatch, a room, or symbols of
faith and worship enriched, added depth of meaning, and emphasis to their written narratives,
responses, and commentary. Nearly all the photographs were taken from the participants’ points
of view. By using photographs taken from the driver’s seat, from the sleeping berths, and other
interior spaces situated the viewer in their own space, inviting the viewer to see their
environments from their own vantage points.
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Chapter Five – Discussion
If a thesis has a destination, this surely is it – this is where we unpack what has been
gathered and transported safely here by those who created it. The substance of the participants’
labours was gleaned through Photovoice – a creative method that, when deployed through a fully
digital platform, leveraged truckers’ loquaciousness and creativity. Situating the discussion space
online unshackled the method from constraints of coordinating across vast geography, half a
dozen time zones, or being anchored to a fixed venue. Participants read, composed, considered,
wrote, commented, and responded at their convenience. There were some bounded aspects to the
active participation phase of the study, such as submitting via email and the weekly cycle of
discussion questions, but beyond these minimal constraints, the participants created what they
wished, when they wished, as they wished.
What the thirteen of fifteen participating ‘road scholars’ laboured to produce, individually
and collectively, represents a compilation of intimate, authentic, and highly descriptive
personalized accounts of their lived experiences and conceptualizations of life-altering events
experienced behind the wheel of a commercial vehicle. Although responses to weekly discussion
questions were posted to the discussion space in the order they were received, the researcher
generally received submissions from three or four participants via email before the first
submission became available on the study website. The timing of these submissions indicates
that rather than reading others’ submissions first, which could have subsequently influenced their
own submissions, participants created their initial written and visual narratives independent of
other participants’ contributions. In responding to each broad topic, participants brought their
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unique individual perspectives, and for four of the seven weeks of study with focused discussion
questions, participants defined the discussion topics themselves in order to steer the conversation
where they deemed it should go next. Although the participants’ contributions spoke directly to
each week’s discussion question, the content of their contributions was aligned with particular
themes and conceptual areas that were prominent throughout the study. The following discussion
explores the themes fuelled by participants’ contributions along with methodological limitations
and areas for future research highlighted by the gaps identified between the findings and
limitations of this study.
Thematic Analysis
Given the literature reviewed in Chapter Two, and the findings discussed in Chapter
Four, I conclude that the existing body of literature on the trucking industry, truckers, and
experiences of trauma related to work in this field illustrate several critically important thematic
trends that both justify and support the need for this current research. First and foremost, there is
scant scholarly or academic literature on experiences of trauma and post-traumatic stress among
truck drivers aside from news media articles that rarely include mention of how catastrophic
and/or fatal collisions directly affect the truck drivers involved. Second, sources that depict
truckers in film, television, and fiction often rely on tropes and stereotypes that have evolved
through decades of urban mythology and public perceptions of truckers as opposed to accurate
reflections of the lived experiences of truckers. Third, research on experiences of trauma and
post-traumatic stress among workers within other industries both distinct from and similar to the
trucking industry highlight the ubiquity of work-related traumatic experiences and their
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pervasive impacts on mental and physical well-being as well as work performance. Considered
in conjunction with one another, these thematic trends signify a gap in scholarly and academic
research in this area where the primary sources of existing literature to fill this gap consists of
mischaracterizing media representations alongside ample research to suggest that work-related
traumatic experiences among truck drivers are highly prevalent with far-reaching negative
implications for the trucking industry, and more importantly, truckers themselves. In turn, this
research seeks to fill this gap by providing a compelling firsthand visual and narrative depiction
of the lived experiences of truckers who have experienced work-related trauma using a rigorous
participant-driven qualitative methodology, thereby elevating their voices as experts in this field
and legitimizing their knowledge in an academic domain that has previously been unable to
reach or study this population in a meaningful way.
The first theme that emerged could be considered the most obvious but perhaps the most
frequently overlooked – that truckers not only experience trauma in the aftermath of horrifying
and tragic road accidents, but that their lived experiences are multidimensional. The spectrum of
harms they incur encompasses harms both physical and psychological in nature, and of varying
severity and intensity, which infiltrate and profoundly impact their professional lives and ability
to work in the profession while concurrently creating tensions and alienation in their
relationships with family and others in their social spheres.
The truckers who participated in this study described the physical injuries and mental
health challenges they confronted following their collisions with a particular emphasis on the
negative consequences to their work lives not only as a result of these physical and mental health
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outcomes but also as a result of damage to their vehicles, including financial hardship in several
cases. In the aggregate, this convergence of negative consequences exacerbated post-collision
distress resulting in multidirectional cascades of deleterious effects flowing from the workrelated trauma experienced by these truckers.
Another negative consequence highlighted in this study is the occupational inevitability
of being witnesses to harm and horror while simply carrying out one’s role. Doroga and Băban’s
2013 studies on the traumatic exposure in train drivers involved in fatal railway incident noted
that, due to the involuntary nature of events involving trains, the likelihood of train drivers
witnessing violent deaths is considerably higher than it is for the general public working in other
occupations.
The participant’s narratives of reduced well-being and life-functioning are not dissimilar
from findings on steel workers who witnessed workplace fatalities. Steel workers with probably
PTDS and subthreshold PTSD symptoms reported significantly different depression, well-being
and life-functioning outcomes than the non-PTSD participants surveyed suggesting that there is
“a significant toll among workers in very dangerous occupations who witness a fatality (Blake et
al, 2014, p. 193). What’s more, Blake et al noted that while it is likely that steel workers who had
witnessed fatalities experienced diminished physical health and an interpersonal relationships,
witnessing fatality was does not necessarily affect worker productivity – although continuing to
labour in the same dangerous environment runs the risk of re-exposing individuals to harm. As
well, “continuing working in a hazardous environment may be taking an unspoken emotional toll
outside of the job setting” (Blake et al, 2014, p. 195). This is consistent with participants in this
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study, the majority of whom returned to the profession and continue to work in the trucking
industry despite the legacy of emotional, physical, mental, and interpersonal challenges
attributable to the trauma they experienced on the job.
The second theme that became plainly evident within the findings was the participants’
expression and demonstration of empathy for collision victims – theirs, other participants’, and
even victims of collisions they witnessed but were not personally involved in. In written and
visual narratives, the truckers centred victims as evidenced by the focus of discussion topics for
both Week 4 and Week 7. Their empathy is evocative of the heartfelt apologies offered by
Jaskirat Singh Sidhu to the families and survivors of the Humboldt Broncos crash in his recently
failed bid to remain in Canada post-incarceration (Haines, 2021; Sciarpelletti, 2022). Being
husbands, wives, partners, parents, friends, co-workers, sons, and daughters themselves, the
truckers who participated in this study readily put themselves in the shoes of collision victims,
acknowledging personal fears that their own loved ones could perish in circumstances as grisly
as those they witnessed or were involved in.
Not only did these truckers have profound sympathy and empathy for collision victims,
but there was also a complete absence of blame or negative judgement toward individuals
involved in these collisions. This is particularly noteworthy when one considers that, in several
instances, the individuals who perished had carelessly or, in some cases, intentionally caused the
collisions that cost the truckers involved their health, peace of mind, livelihood, and in some
cases their vehicles. What is heard and seen in the truckers’ narratives is entirely the opposite of
what one might expect based on outsider knowledge of truckers and the trucking industry based
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solely on limited popular culture, news media portrayals, or any personal relationship or
communication with members of this profession. Participants described paying respect to victims
by visiting roadside memorials or by visiting locations of a death where no memorial was
erected. Indeed, the tenderness, compassion, and thoughtfulness embodied by these
conversations and images stands in stark and sombre contrast to Blake’s ‘brute monster’ (1974,
p. 214) trucker archetype as portrayed in film and television.
The third theme – truckers’ relationships with their vehicles – was the most surprising
and unexpected to the researcher, but perhaps it is also one that is entirely banal and
commonplace in the culture of the trucking community. This theme was lifted directly and in its
entirety from the second discussion question the participants contributed to the study, yet it also
echoes the importance and significance of the vehicle itself in the lives of truckers as touched on
in discussions throughout several weeks of the study. This theme highlights truckers’
relationship with and personification of commercial vehicles. Vivid, impassioned stories from
the participants anthropomorphized their vehicles. More than a mere conveyance or property, a
vehicle is a ship of dreams, and the driver a “sailor of the highway, the romantic adventurer”
(Blake, 1971, p. 215) piloting a cargo of aspirations. The truck is also benevolent fixture whose
care and maintenance is a festive family pastime, a quirky colleague, a fickle tempestuous lover,
a safe haven, a home, and a friend who would put themselves in danger to protect you. In light of
these bonds growing out of both thoughtful conceptualizations and experiential familiarity, along
with the fact that these vehicles were the equivalent of homes on wheels for many of the truckers
who participated in this study, the demise of a vehicle was regarded as a source of immense pain.
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That truckers could be fond of and attached to their vehicles may not be something easily
understood by non-truckers, in keeping with scant prior literature and the overabundance of
negative media portrayals flogging misconceptions of truckers and trucking as well as limited
prior research with truckers wherein they explicitly recognize how they are generally
misunderstood by most others, including academics, lawmakers, and regulators (OOIF, 2019;
Fleming, 2018; Huffman, 2014). Blake (1971) wrote that of the thrill of the trucking occupation
is the dynamic interactions of power (over controlling the vehicle), concentration (and awareness
of surrounding and tasks), harmony (which can manifest when the operator develops deep
familiarity with a vehicle they own or may be responsible for), along with independence to (of
movement, of opportunity), and control (their agency and franchise was workers or as owneroperators. Even though a half-century has passed since Blake’s seminal paper highlighting the
intrinsic and phenomenological aspects of trucking as a profession, participants in this study
demonstrated the same feelings, beliefs, and values with regards to trucking and their trucks. In
much the same way participants in this study spoke fondly, passionately, affectionately,
sentimentally, and critically of their vehicles past and present, the individuals Blake interviewed
or cited presented eerily similar perspectives. One of Blake’s ‘informants’, as he described them,
likened the responsibility of caring for vehicle to caring for a horse, insofar as “you’ve got to
feed the goddam thing and all that and you get so damned involved with it and that’s kinda what
happens with truckers, I guess. You become attached to the son-of-a-bitch” (Blake, 1971, p.
212).
Closely linked to the third theme but broader in scope is the fourth theme describing how
non-truckers cannot empathize with the lived experiences of truckers. The truckers who
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participated in the study frequently noted that peers, colleagues, and other truckers were
generally the only other people who could truly relate to their experiences, in contrast with other
members of the public or individuals in their social networks who have uttered opinions that
highlight their lack of understanding. Despite the scarcity of social support and relational
connectedness on a broader level, truckers in this study described relying heavily on people in
their lives with shared experience such as co-workers, turning to those who they were
emotionally close to such as spouses, partners, family members, and even engaging with online
support groups and resources.
These truckers were entirely cognizant of the misconceptions, misrepresentations,
cartoonish archetypes, and monotone range of character assigned to truckers in television and
film, just as they were acutely aware of how the banal truths of their lives are erased from, if
featured at all, in the larger media discourse of ‘the trucking industry,’ akin to Fleming’s (2018)
assertion that such stereotypes mask the nuanced reality of life as a trucker.
Most recently, this erasure and mischaracterization is especially evident in the frenzied
media coverage of protests and convoys opposing COVID-19 public health measures and
international travel requirements (see Balintec, 2022; Canadian Trucking Alliance, 2022;
Connolly, 2022; Davidson &Alberga, 2022; DeClerq, 2022; Lee, 2022; Lee & Yun, 2022;
“Supporters of trucker convoy delay traffic at Canada’s busiest border crossing,” 2022; Tasker,
2022; Turnbull, 2022; Yun, 2022). To be clear, there were truckers present yet they do not
represent the industry as a whole, let alone the majority of truckers working in Canada (Balintec,
2022; Yun, 2022). Obviously, truckers are not a homogenous group, as no group ever is, but the
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prevailing perception and mystique about the industry lacks the nuance, sensitivity, and
creativity showcased by participants in this study.
The fifth theme explored the difficulties and barriers truckers faced when seeking formal
supports following catastrophic or fatal collisions. The study participants described the
challenges and frustrations they encountered when accessing mental health supports, care and
rehabilitation for physical injuries sustained in collisions, securing financial support or income
replacement if they were unable to work following their collision, the contentious and toxic
environment of post-collision litigation, and reassignment of job duties in comparatively lowerpaying positions. Individually, any single one of these challenges would be destabilizing and
potentially life-altering but taken cumulatively and in combination – as was described to be the
case for several of the truckers who participated in this study – these hardships prolonged and
exacerbated the multidimensional harms they experienced. Some of the participants described
withdrawing from care, litigation, or from seeking compensation because the ordeal of accessing
or justifying their needs was too much to endure on top of the initial harms that gave rise to these
needs in the first place.
The final theme underscores the resilience factors that supported perseverance and
recovery among truckers in the study group. Despite significant personal, financial,
professionals, and relational hardships experienced following involvement in catastrophic or
fatal collisions, the truckers who participated in this study demonstrated equally formidable grit
and resilience. Although these collisions visited an array of negative impacts and consequences
on truckers’ personal relationships, they also described bending their own will to work through
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these challenges. In a crucible of terrible circumstances, participants described relationships and
bonds being deepened, remade, and strengthened. Similarly, having gained such
multidimensional experiences by overcoming complex challenges related to the collisions and
their aftermath, the truckers in this study developed a more concentrated and refined sense of
self-efficacy and confidence in their ability to overcome challenges, informed and fuelled by
self-reflection on their own survivorship journeys.
This bears out what has previously been identified in the literature: Strong support
systems – in the form of domestic relationships at home and camaraderie with others with similar
occupational and lived experiences – are described as being among the most effective coping
resources for overcoming situational and chronic challenges in one’s personal and professional
spheres (Apostolopoulos, Sönmez, Hege & Lemke, 2016; Bonanno et al., 2007; Bonanno, 2004).
Some of the transformational aspects of participants’ trauma experiences echo observations by
Thompson (2017), who wrote that workplace crises had the potential to strengthen relationships,
increase appreciation for individual circumstances, and produce oral histories and relatable
wisdom that can be transmitted or used to support others who encounter similar experiences.
In summary, the findings in this study reinforce some of the key findings from prior the
literature – namely that truckers are vulnerable to occupational mental health hazards and that
work-related trauma adversely affects the lives of truck drivers. As a relatively short study with a
small group of participants, the findings of this study cannot be assumed to be definitive or
universally applicable to truckers working across the industry. Yet as a preliminary qualitative
inquiry into an implication-fraught topic with an under-studied population, the results may serve
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as glimpse into some of the views and perspectives held by truckers about trauma experienced on
the job. What the findings in this study have ultimately illustrated, however, is that truckers have
a broad range of responses to the traumatic experience of being involved in a catastrophic or fatal
collision, that these experiences have transformational and lasting multidimensional effects, and
that they feel their experiences are largely misunderstood or even unacknowledged by most of
society.
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Chapter Six – Conclusions and Recommendations
Trucking is and will continue to be one of the most dangerous occupations. Some of the
dangers of trucking can be minimized and managed but a key component of mitigating any threat
or harm is recognizing it exists in the first place. The psychological health and well-being of
truckers who have survived involvement in catastrophic or fatal collisions is a known hazard, yet
so little is known about the nature of truckers lived experience of these traumas.
In this study, commercial truck drivers from across Canada and the U.S. took the
researcher down a road few academics have had the privilege to travel and ventured into
experiential topics that were personal, private, and unbeknownst to all but a few closest to them.
The truckers who took part in this study provided extraordinary and richly detailed insights on
how trauma affected them as individuals and professionals, the affects their struggles had on
their families, the difficulties they encountered accessing supports and care for physical and
mental injuries, how commercial vehicles themselves had significant emotional and intrinsic
value, and the deep empathy and compassion the participants felt for collision victims.
The study, which was conducted over a seven-week period in 2019, was conducted as
Photovoice project facilitated and mounted entirely online. Communication with participants and
introductory training to participate via this methodology was done via email. Participants began
the project by responding to the first three discussion questions prepared by the researcher but
proposed and wrote the questions themselves for the remainder of the study. Participants then
responded to the discussion questions with stories and images that conceptualized their insights
and ideas on topics.
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Limitations
As is generally the case with any scholarly research endeavour, there are several
limitations within the current study despite use of a rigorous methodology and analysis. Perhaps
the most simplistic and obvious limitation of this study is the inability to derive broad
generalizations from the findings given it consisted of a relatively small sample size. Were a
similar study to be done using an identical or comparable qualitative methodology with a similar
or larger sample, such research could be useful in confirming and further elaborating on the
findings found here. As a somewhat similar limitation given it stems from the nature of the
sample population recruited for this study, the lived experiences of the truckers who participated
may differ from the lived experiences of other truckers who were excluded or were unable or
unwilling participate. It bears reiterating that truck drivers have been known to be reluctant to
participate in qualitative inquiries (Fleming, 2018), and therefore the findings of this study are
limited to those truckers who were willing to disclose their experiences in this research setting.
That said, additional similar-sized studies in Canada or abroad using similar methods and
methodologies could validate and build on themes and findings and provide the basis for truly
ground-breaking meta-analysis.
This study excluded individuals who were experiencing acute and/or pervasive symptoms
of PTSD and those who were actively receiving clinical treatment to manage such symptoms due
to . As such, it was not possible to explore themes or trends related to the affects of catastrophic
or fatal collisions among truck drivers who were acutely affected by PTSD as a result of their
trauma experiences. Future research with a sample of truckers currently experiencing acute
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symptoms of PTSD and/or actively undergoing related treatment following collision involvement
is warranted given the pervasive and nakedly apparent affects of catastrophic and fatal collisions
on the participants in this study despite the exclusion of participants with formal PTSD diagnoses
or who were currently receiving care for PTSD-related symptoms. Additional exploration and
investigation of trucker trauma fits neatly alongside the small but significant body of scholarship
exploring trucker vulnerabilities due to workplace stressors such as studies by (Apostolopoulos
et al., 2010; Apostolopoulos et al., 2014; Apostolopoulos et al., 2016), and further delves into an
underexplored area of particular vulnerability. Insofar as this study is complimentary to the
compelling, albeit limited, previously published academic literature in this area, it does offer
something wholly new – an unpacking of the multidimensional experience of direct involvement
in a catastrophic or fatal collisions, and the enfranchisement of participants as partners in the
academic research process.
Whether this study was driven by my own biases toward trucking and truckers is a matter
of some complexity. I was not the only person in the movie theater in 1991 who uttered a
triumphant whoop when Thelma and Louise shot at and detonated a lewd trucker’s cargo and rig
in its entirety (Scott & Gitlin, 1991), who, to be fair, was a merely a plot device to illustrate the
patriarchy in general and the incendiary rage, pun intended, provoked by obnoxious public
propositions in particular. However, at this point in my life, I also knew nothing of truck drivers
as individuals and knew less than nothing about trucking from an economic or cultural
perspective. As a journalist and photographer, I documented, saw, smelled, walked through, and
walked over the grisly aftermaths of truck-involved collisions and came to actively fear sharing
the road with trucks. Indeed, I still do; the buffeting air vectors that rock my vehicle as semi-
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trucks pass me on the highway provoke a hammering heart, a suddenly dry mouth, a tension in
my gut, and a shaking in my hands and arms that lasts for some minutes after the truck is well
ahead of me. Even now, I refuse to drive at night when semi-trucks literally loom large and
loudly out of the murk of the still darkness on the road.
Training to acquire my commercial driving licence was by far the most unsettling and
frightening week of my life, and it had stiff competition for this honour; in that very same week,
my husband was in hospital and critically ill with a life threatening aneurysm, my mother’s
dementia had escalated to the point of her making repeated unwarranted calls to police over nonemergencies (who, in turn called me, at all hours), and my first paper for my first course of my
graduate studies was due. There were tears, bouts of nausea, and giddiness from sleep
deprivation abound, but the worst and most intense bouts of these stress-induced afflictions came
during my truck driver training. However, once that trucking licence was tucked away in my
wallet and I was qualified to work alongside commercial drivers, I came to know student
truckers, trucking school owners, and truck driving instructors, and while working on developing
early drafts of the revamped, standardized truck driving education curriculum currently in use in
Saskatchewan, my eyes as well as my heart were opened.
I began to consider truckers and trucking as far more complex and nuanced and far less
homogenous than my previous suppositions had allowed. It would be fair to say that after
inviting myself to unlearn the myth-conceptions and stereotypes about truckers, I am now
predisposed to viewing truckers and the trucking community in a more favourable light. It is also
fair to say that I consider truckers to be a complex and varied population that contains multitudes
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and who are as varied and dynamic in their attitudes, beliefs, experiences, and interests as one
would find in any profession. If I hold bias of any kind, it is in my belief that such a large
workforce should not be as obscure and opaque in light of the known mental health harms and
hazards endemic to the profession, and that simply because truckers have long been regarded as a
notoriously difficult population to study is not a sufficient rationale to shy away from the
important work of uncovering the hidden mental health narratives that exist in this community.
To overcome this bias and limit my influence on the research or participants – intentional
or otherwise – I relied heavily on existing literature related to the research topic, as well as the
direction of the participants themselves. Although existing scholarly and academic literature on
mental health among truck drivers is limited compared to research on mental health within other
professions characterized by prevalent occupational hazards, what literature that does exist
demonstrates the potential for significant mental health vulnerability among this population as a
direct result of occupational exposures to trauma and the nature of the work and work
environment (Apostolopoulos et al., 2010; Apostolopoulos et al., 2014; Apostolopoulos et al.,
2016). Furthermore, the focus of news media coverage of truck-involved collisions, while largely
failing to expose the psychological harms incurred by truck drivers, paints a highly suggestive
picture of the pervasive potential for mental health distress given the often catastrophic or lethal
outcomes of such collisions (“Truckies plead for drivers to slow down following fatal head-on
crash with motorbike,” 2019).
Finally, yet perhaps most importantly, the study was always intended to centre the voices
and lived experience of truckers and therefore relied on participants to steer the direction of the
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weekly discussion topics throughout the majority of the study period. Beyond participants’
contributions via their narratives and images, their self-determined focus throughout the study
period not only became the driving influence behind the direction of this research and the
subsequent findings, but also helped to ensure my own bias would not lead me to be a backseat
driver when, surely, we have so much to learn from these Road Scholars.
Future Research – Finding New Roads
During the duration of the study, all communication between the myself as the researcher
and the participants, and among participants themselves, took place online via a digital forum.
Although this format may have made the transmission of information faster and more feasible
given it enabled participants to engage at any time of day from any location, it must be said that
the absence of a physical or even a live virtual discussion forum that more closely resembled the
robust interparticipant conversation and reflection typical of most Photovoice methodologies
may have limited the richness of discussion and discovery endemic to this method. That the risk
to participants associated with partaking in public discussions of a highly stigmatized subject
matter would have made a face-to-face forum potentially revictimizing and, as such, as
untenable, was at least partially mitigated by the online anonymity afforded by the adapted
Photovoice methodology used. This was of even greater utility given the sensitive nature of the
research topic.
Future studies exploiting the portability of Photovoice to virtual environments could and
should consider group engagement and topic workshopping discussions. Such an approach
would lead participation to be bounded by constraints of time and availability, but there are
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trade-offs and compromises with any evolution of process. As the great and sage Mick Jagger
famously noted, “you can’t always get what you want, but if you try, sometimes you’ll find you
get what you need” (Jagger & Richards, 1969).
In light of prior research on the negative impact of work-related trauma on mental health,
job performance measures, and productivity, further research (both via objective measures and
subjective perceptions) is also likely warranted to better quantify and describe these impacts on
truckers and within the trucking industry as a whole. Additionally, the truckers who participated
in the study described how they relied on each other for social support when other people could
not relate to or understand their experiences. Therefore, a research methodology using focus
groups might be both a meaningful and beneficial means for truckers to connect with one another
while providing an opportunity to learn more about what supports would benefit them in their
work and personal lives.
Although the current study leverages many characteristics of ethnography within the
methodology, an ethnographic study situating and embedding the researcher in the day-to-day
work life and social environment of truckers with a view positioned to capture rich narrative
insight on the already well-documented mental health risks, hazards, and situational dangers
inherent within this profession is likely a worthwhile avenue for future research. Given factors
related to distrust of academics and researchers (Fleming, 2018; Kramer, 2018; OOIF, 2019),
liability considerations from both occupational and research ethics standpoints, distraction
hazards of having a passenger, and corporate policies regarding non-staff individuals riding in
commercial vehicles, as well as the fact that the researcher would not only be situated in a
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workspace but also highly personal and extremely confined living space, such an approach may
not be entirely feasible. Thus, while an ethnographic approach may be capable of offering even
richer qualitative narratives, there are substantial risks and challenges associated with such an
approach that limit its utility, especially when other qualitative methods are capable of
overcoming these as well as other limitations as a more viable and accessible alternative.
Finally, both female and male truckers participated in the current study. Objectively
speaking, had some participants not self-identified their gender, a third party engaging with
participants’ visual and written narratives would be hard-pressed to identify the gender of the
creator. Prior research has identified significant gender differences across mental health
diagnoses, symptoms, and reactions to traumatic events (McLean & Anderson, 2009). That said,
conducting an exhaustive gender-specific qualitative exploration of the lived experiences of
trauma among truckers has the potential to elicit gendered narratives that could be directly
compared to identify gender-based differences in exposure to trauma, occupational traumarelated mental health distress, and resources for coping and resilience. Inquiry to learn from
truckers themselves whether they believe their trauma affects them in a particular way based on
their gender is also a worthwhile area to explore.
Contribution to the Literature
At its most fundamental, the purpose of this journey of dialogue and discovery was
encompassed in the first inelegant, jury-rigged pitches to my faculty heads which were, basically,
‘Truckers experience devastating situations and events on the job. How does this affect them? I
have no idea. Let’s ask them’. As clunky as this hypothesis was, it got traction and became the
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touchstone against which every aspect of the project was tested. From the development to digital
platform usability to research to trying to package the outcomes into a single, portable container
called a thesis – all was checked for integrity and alignment to the purpose of enfranchising,
empowering, and emboldening truckers to define and conceptualize their lived experiences on
their terms. It is also critically important to note that what is packed in this container got there
through the extraordinary generosity of its creators, the participant truckers.
Insofar as this research began its journey solidly following the well-worn tracks of
previous insight, it also left the road entirely from time to time. This study contributes a range of
new insights to existing literature on truckers lived experiences of trauma, however, due to the
narrative and visual method of inquiry used and the centering of truckers as both the authors of
the data and arbiters of what should be discussed, they showed us much more about their worlds.
Three of their four questions centered parties other than themselves, which speaks to their
empathy, compassion, and keen awareness of how losses they were part had indelible effects on
others. The weight of tragic consequence was top of mind for some of the participants, and this
perspective was one that has been, until now, unexplored and unscrutinised. Richly detailed
narratives about how participants felt about their vehicle and the space it occupies in their
professional and personal lives was another unexpected gift. This gift is one the researcher
believes manifested because only the participants would have thought to propose a discussion of
this relationship in the greater context of living through trauma. Indeed, relationships – with each
other as professionals, with victims of theirs’ and others’ collisions, with others in their
immediate social and professional spheres, with versions of themselves situated both before and
after traumatic events – was a common thread throughout the data participants created, and these
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entanglements present an entirely new view of their experiences to those of us outside of their
worlds.
This study illustrated the general and particular barriers to care and support resources that
the participants were confronted with as they coped with the aftermath of their collisions. This
insight will be particularly valuable and informative to those in the caring professions but also
serves to inform employers, provincial and territorial worker support agencies and organizations,
and those supporting truckers in social, informal ways about how these negative experiences
exacerbate and compound distress in an already distressing situation.
This study also showed new ways in which Photovoice can be adapted to digital
environments. Spaces to interact, discuss and refine ideas into topics, and the opportunity to view
and discuss other participants’ contributions were built into the research study platform to imitate
the in-person elements of preview Photovoice projects. Photovoice was shown to advantage as
an agile method ideal for researching participants in remote or difficult to access locations,
participants whose work requires constant or frequent travel, and participants with limited free
time.
Implications and Recommendations
The small but robust body of scholarly and academic literature on workplace
vulnerability and psychological well-being among truckers has a fairly common refrain – more
can and must be done to protect truckers’ mental health. To be sure, employees of companies
that offer employee support and assistance programs can access mental health support services
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but whether those services are convenient, relatable, or sufficient is another story. Service
providers supporting truckers would benefit from even a rudimentary education on the day-today realities of trucking life, let alone the work-related stressors and vulnerabilities faced by
truckers. Likewise, providers in caring and helping professions would also do well to learn
something of the work-life of truckers in order to enhance understanding these unique industryspecific vulnerabilities.
As has been reiterated throughout the current study as well as prior literature (Fleming,
2018; OOIF, 2019), truckers are not the easiest population to gain entrée to, however, to steal the
tagline from an iconic television show “the truth is out there” (Carter, 1993-2018). There are
world-class articles, excellent peer-reviewed research, plus a host of less esteemed yet highly
informative trucker-penned autobiographies and essay collections that offer a peek inside the
lives and struggles of truckers that offer a route to deeper understanding beyond the limited
horizon of knowledge based solely on media stereotypes and one-sided news coverage.
Workplace occupational health and safety committees operating within trucking
companies would do well to include a comprehensive mental health component that scans for the
ubiquitous and well-documented industry hazards such as isolation, boredom, fatigue, and
loneliness, let alone the risk or prevalence of occupational exposures to traumatic events, as well
as making action and care plans for both the immediate and long-term effects that may arise
following involvement in a catastrophic or fatal collisions. These plans, in combination with
more adequate employee support and assistance programs, would help provide more timely
assistance and would be a step toward normalizing experiences of and reactions to trauma as a
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clear and present occupational hazard with the significant potential for associated workplace
injury.
Small trucking companies or owner-operated businesses make up roughly half of
Canada’s trucking industry (Innovation, Science, and Economic Development Canada, 2022).
These proprietors and their employees may not have access to robust programs or supports yet
require the same expert care following involvement in catastrophic or fatal collisions, as any
other driver would. Mental health first aid training, first responder first aid and CPR training, and
other trauma-informed training initiatives that focus on understanding and mitigating traumatic
incidents, direct exposures, and subsequent mental health distress would likely prove useful and
may serve as a rubric for self-evaluation and strategies for effective incident response and
coping.
Truckers who participated in this study described how they turned to peers and industryinsiders for support and solace when they faced personal and professional challenges related to
their occupation and involvement in catastrophic or fatal collisions. Workplace peer-support
networks and peer-led discussion groups are likely a useful strategy to both acknowledge and
normalize trauma as a real and significant threat to trucker mental health while concurrently
establishing a relatable and effective resource for coping and resilience. These peer supports
need not necessarily be established as a reactive measure, but rather, would likely be best
implemented as a proactive fixture in the workplace for addressing potential harms, near-misses,
and third-person involvement such as assisting at other collision sites or witnessing the
devastation of third-party collisions encountered by truckers during their travels. More broadly,
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trucking associations are powerful voices for the industry that have taken the lead in health,
wellness, diversity, and safety training. Providing mental health awareness, direct training
resources, and funding to access suitable industry-specific trauma-informed programs and
services tailored to truckers would greatly facilitate broader access to these resources.
Capturing and reframing the public’s imagination of trucking, truckers, and the
difficulties they face is the last mile of the journey. An educational public awareness campaign
via stationary roadside billboards – or perhaps better yet, on the sides of the thousands of
potential semi-trailer-turned-billboards that transport goods to all part of Canada – would serve
to steer the public into a conversation that they have not fully realized they have already been a
part of. Be it through safe driving habits, correcting harmful stereotypes, or reducing mental
health stigma, the public plays a vital role in preventing the harms truckers experience as a result
of collisions. However, the public could play an even greater role in validating and elevating the
lived experiences of truckers and the trauma-related mental health challenges they face as one
deserving of consideration by those with the power to shift and shape policy that protects and
serves truckers’ best interests beyond a pre-occupation with economic gains and workplace
productivity. Indeed, truckers have carried the economy and the goods we rely on (OOIF, 2019),
often at the expense of their own physical and mental well-being, but they should not have to
carry the heavy load of work-related trauma alone. The road ahead must be one we share and are
willing to travel together, with open hearts and open minds.
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Appendix B – Informed Consent Form

Telephone, Email or Online Electronic Contact Form
1) Good (morning, afternoon, evening) [potential participant’s name]. My name is Morgan
Beaudry.
I am a graduate student doing a Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies degree at
Royal Roads University. I am doing a Photovoice research project called The Long Haul Truckers, Trauma and Resilience. This project will be the research for my Masters thesis. To be
transparent, I also work for an MLA as a constituency assistant. My job involves and helping
people access government services and programs. However, this project is not connected to my
employment. This project will be the research for my Masters thesis. Do you have any questions
before I continue?
In order to take part in the research, you will need to provide me with informed consent.
Because we are meeting on the phone, I’m going to read you the consent form. Some of what
I’m going to read may sound formal and repetitive. Some of this language is standard and
required language for all research involving people.
Do you have about 20 minutes to go through this with me? If not, I can call you back. If you do,
let’s get started! By the way – you can stop me or interrupt me if you have a question at any
time. This purpose of this research is to learn from truck drivers about they are affected by being
involved in fatal collisions. How trauma affects people in occupations and professions has been
studied a lot but very little has been done on truckers.
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This research is being done as a photovoice project. Photovoice is a creative method of
research. Instead of answering questions in a one-on-one interview, participants will answer
questions by taking photos and telling stories about the photos and talking about their photos as a
group. Participants can contribute to the discussion when it is convenient for them. Participants
will also get to propose some of the research questions. I have prepared a guide to how that
works that I will send to all participants before the research begins. Participants’ privacy and
confidentially will be protected during this project.
Would you like to know more? My research supervisor is
professor at Royal Roads University. You can contact her at

. She is a
, or by email to

.
This project has been approved by the ethics office of RRU. You may also contact the
ethics office at

.

Would you like to hear more before we continue?
In order to take part, you must meet the following criteria:
•

Are you working or did you used to work as a commercial truck driver?

•

Did you experience a job-related traumatic collision involving a death?

•

Are you experiencing symptoms of PTSD?

•

Are you under the care of a physician for PTSD?

•

Can you communicate fluently in English?

•

Do you have use of a cell phone?

•

Do you have an email address?
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Do you have internet access?

•

Are you willing to participant in group discussions?
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2) Would you like to take part in this project?
Even though you have agreed to participate, I want you to know what you can withdraw from the
project at any time, without any negative consequence and without judgment.

3) The purpose of this research is to contribute to academic and the wider community’s
knowledge about the potential effects of trauma on commercial truck drivers who have been
involved in fatal or serious injuries collisions while on the job and how commercial truck drivers,
as individuals and as a community, have responded to the effects of such a potentially
traumatizing experience.
My goals for this research project are to:
a) invite commercial truck drivers to describe and document how job-related trauma potentially
affected or continues to affect them personally and professionally
b) to provide an opportunity for peer-led discussion of how they may have personally and
collectively responded to trauma
c) to foster peer-led identification of potential resources and supports
d) raise peer, public and industry awareness of how job-related trauma affects commercial truck
drivers personal and professional lives
e) to add to scholarship and academic knowledge of how commercial truck drivers are may be
affected personally and professional by job-related trauma.
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This insight may be of value to public, the trucking industry, independent truckers, policy
makers, health professionals, human resource professionals, academics, other drivers in the
industry and the general public, including family, friends and peers, who may be able use this
knowledge to better understand truckers’ mental health concerns and influence those who can
implement supports and safeguards to support drivers in the future.

4) Taking part in the project should take about four hours of your time. As compensation for
your time, I would like to offer you a $40 gift card. What is your physical mailing address? I am
collecting this information in order to mail your gift card to you.
Participant’s mailing address ____________

5) My questions to participants will be about what effect, if any, the potentially traumatizing
collision you were involved in had on various aspects of your life, and what sort of things you
would like to tell people about these effects. I will also ask you and the group to think of ways
that the circumstances of drivers who may be affected by trauma could be improved.
These questions may bring up negative feelings and unpleasant memories. Because
participants are also able to propose research questions, those questions might trigger the same
feelings in others. If you experience any kind of emotional distress, please let me know as soon
as possible. It may be necessary for you to withdraw from the project for your own mental and
emotional safety and security. And that is okay!
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Please note: You can withdraw from this project at any time, for any reason, without negative
judgment and without consequences.
I have compiled a list of confidential and private resources and supports you may find
helpful if you need them or want them. I will not read this list during this call but you will get to
read it when I sent you this document after we are done talking.
Nationwide resources
Canada Suicide Prevention Service. Callers anywhere in Canada to access crisis support using
the technology of their choice (phone, text or chat), in French or English:
Phone: toll-free
Text:
Chat:
Regional resources:
Alberta Crisis Line – All Ages
British Columbia Crisis Line – All Ages
British Columbia Mental Health Support
BC211 – Referral Hotline 24/7
Manitoba Crisis Line – All Ages
New Brunswick Crisis Line – All Ages
Newfoundland and Labrador Line All Ages
Northwest Territories – All Ages 24/7
Nova Scotia Crisis Line – All Ages
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Nunavut Line – All Ages 7 pm-11 pm (EST)
Ontario Crisis Line – All Ages
Ontario College and University Students
Prince Edward Island Crisis Line – All Ages
Quebec National Crisis Line – All Ages
Saskatchewan Crisis Line – All Ages
Yukon Crisis Line – All Ages 7 pm-12 am (PST)
Would you like to participant in this project?

Even though you have agreed to participate right now, please know that you can withdraw from
the project at any time, with no negative consequences.

6) This research is being done using a method called photovoice. In photovoice projects, people
respond to questions with photos and captions instead of answering questions in a survey or an
interview. As well, photovoice is participatory, meaning that people will comment on and
discuss each other’s photos and captions, and can propose new questions that will become part of
the research project.
Because all the people taking part may be in different parts of the country, a website
called www.knightsoftheroad.ca will be the viewing, discussion and conversation space.
I will send you a guide that explains the process fully, but do you have any questions
right now?
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The project begins in early May and will last for seven weeks. Everyone will start the
project at the same time. I will send you a guide that explains how the project works, but, in a
nutshell, each week participants will address a different question. I have come up with three
questions to start the project off. Participants will be invited to propose four additional questions.

What is your email address?_________

7) The personal information I am collecting from you today will be added to this contact form. I
will send you a copy of this form after this call. I will keep my copy in a password protected
folder on a computer that is password protected and that will be backed-up to an external,
encrypted hard drive.

8) To protect your privacy and anonymity, participants will use code names. This code name is
how your images, stories and contributions to group discussion on
the www.knightsoftheroad.ca website will be identified.
Your code name cannot be a name that other people might associate with you or know you by.
What code name would you like to use? ____________
Your password will be: ____________
Site access is only for the researchers, supervisors, webmaster and participants. Do you agree not
to share your password? ____________
To protect your privacy and confidentiality, your real name will not be associated with photos,
captions or discussion content you provide during the project. Local copies I might make of your
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photos or captions will be stored separate from any documents containing your personal
information, copied in a password protected folder on a computer that is password protected and
that will be backed-up to an external hard drive.
All personal information collected will remain confidential and will not appear in any
documentation or reports, published or unpublished.
9) Even though codes names are being used, you may choose to identify yourself to other
participants in discussions on the project website. However, if you know the identity of a
participant, I would ask you not to make this known unless they decide to identify themselves on
their own.
Do you agree to maintain other participants’ confidentiality? _________
The project website can only be accessed by participants. The electronic information that you
create – such as photos and captions and online discussion – will be backed-up regularly. The
website is hosted by a Canadian company. Additional security to protect the site from malware,
hacking, spam and other threats has been obtained.
Do you agree not to share or disseminate any of the content from the project website? _______
You may decide to take photos that feature people or someone’s private property as part of this
project. In order to protect people’s privacy and property, do you agree to get verbal or email
consent from these individuals? ____________ . If you cannot obtain their consent, recognizable
features of people or properties will be blurred before being posted and / or published. Consent
forms will be available for download on the project site, too, however, an email or a text from an
individual stating consent is fine.
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10) Your participation may have positive and negative outcomes. In terms of positive outcomes,
your images and captions plus the observations and questions you and the participants come to as
a group will inform the public, your industry and policy makers about how trauma affects truck
drivers from your own points of view.
The photos and captions will tell truths about situations others might relate to. The
knowledge gained from this study could be particularly valuable to people in the caring
professions – doctors, nurses, mental health workers and so on. As part of this project, you may
be discussing a very difficult time in your life. This may be upsetting and cause emotional or
mental distress. You may find other participants’ contributions upsetting as well. These might
trigger feelings of distress and anxiety. Please contact me immediately if you feel this way.
And please remember: If at any time you wish to withdraw from the project, you can
leave without any consequence or negative judgment.

11) I have no intentions of commercializing or profiting from any of the findings or materials
that are created as a result of this research. Disseminating the findings of research is a common
practice. I intend to write articles for publication in academic journals and other publication and
may write other reports or create presentations based on the material. I and other researchers may
wish to access these materials in the future if and when further scholarship on this topic and
population are undertaken. I will only associate the material you create for the project with the
code name you have chosen. I will not disclose any personal information you provide me with in
any reports or documents about the findings. Documents containing information pertaining to the
finding of this research will be stored in a password protected folder on a computer that is
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password protected and that will be backed-up to an external hard drive
I will provide you with copies of any articles, reports or presentations I create based on the
project findings.

12) Do you have any questions?

13) This research project received approval from the Research Ethics Board of Royal Roads
University, where I am a student. My research supervisor is
Royal Roads University. You can contact her at

. She is a professor at
, or by email to

. If you have any questions or concerns, you are welcome and
encouraged to contact her.

14) As I mentioned earlier, I work for an MLA as a constituency assistant. My job involves and
helping people access government services and programs. Do you have any questions before I
continue?

15) I will email you a copy of this contact form. Please keep a copy of it and refer to it if need
be. You are also encouraged to contact me via text or phone or Facetime on my cell phone,
which is

, or by email to

if you have any questions. I

welcome and look forward to your questions. After you received this, review it to ensure that all
the information I took from you is accurate. If you accept everything here and wish to participate
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in this research project, please send me an email stating that you are giving informed consent to
participate.

16) Me, my professors, and the website administrator are the only individuals who will have
access to any of the photos and captions you submit on the project site. Only I will have access to
documents containing your personal information. When the research project is complete, I will
retain the original photos and caption information, the discussion content indefinitely. I will also
retain a functional back up of the website for reference purposes.
If you withdraw from the project, your photos and captions will remain as part of the project
because these contributions will be part of a larger discussion.

Is that okay? Do you have any questions about that?

17) Exhibiting the photos, captions and discussion highlights from the project is a typical part of
the photovoice process. I need permission from you to use them in an exhibition, to publish them
as part of an article, or to use them in presentations and other documents.
Do I have your permission to use the photos and captions you create for this project?_______
In addition to the participant guide, I am going to send you a release form. The release form
grants me permission to use your photos, captions or excerpts of your discussion contributions in
publications, presentations and other materials. You can consent via email by writing back
saying you have read the release and give your consent
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Even if this is your choice now, you can change your mind about this at any time.
Do you have any questions?

Closing: I will mail you a copy of what I just read to you shortly. If you decide you want to be
part of the research, reply with an email stating that. If you decide to take part, I will then send
you the Participant Guide, a confidentiality agreement and a photography release form. If you
agree, please write back and say “I agree”. Participant selection is still happening. I will notify
you of the start date once participant selection is finished. Thank you for your consideration.
Please contact me if you have any questions at all.
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Appendix D – Participant Confidentiality Agreement
Participant Confidentiality Agreement

I ____________________________ understand that the information that I will read and/or see in
the form of photos, captions and online discussions on the Long Haul – Truckers, Trauma and
Resilience Photovoice project website at www.knightsoftheroad.ca may be of a sensitive nature
and/or contain details that may identify another participants.
I will keep confidential the discussions and contributions made by the participants and not
broadcast or share this information outside of the project website. I also agree not to share my
password with non-participants.
If you have any questions, please contact:

, or call or text the

researcher at
Via email:___________________ on this date _______________
(save and forward the email or text to the researcher)
OR
Verbal consent received by:_________________ on this date _____________
(provide the name and contact information of the individual to the researcher)
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Appendix E – Photography Subject Consent Form
Photography Subject Consent Form
This Photovoice Photography Subject Consent Form to secure permission for the participant to
take photos of people other than themselves is adapted from a Photovoice Photography Subject
Consent Form published in the Nova Scotia Participatory Food Costing Project of the Nova
Scotia Food Security Network’s Photovoice manual. It has been adapted to fit the particular
needs, circumstances and name of the researcher’s Photovoice project.
Photovoice Photography Subject Consent Form
I _______________ give permission to __________________ to take my photograph. By
signing my name below, I understand and agree that, unless otherwise stated in writing, the
principal researcher of the Photovoice project The Long Haul – Truckers, Trauma and
Resilience, Morgan Beaudry, assumes that permission is granted to use my photograph, in digital
or print form, in which I am featured, for project related articles, reports, exhibits and
presentations that are likely to result from this project, without expectation of compensation
related to their publication, now or in the future.
I understand that this image(s) may be published and viewed by the general public, people from
my community, representatives from my industry, policy makers and others in the future.
If you have any questions, please contact:
researcher at
Via email:___________________ on this date _______________
(save and forward the email or text to the researcher)

, or call or text the
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OR
Verbal consent received by:_________________ on this date _____________
(provide the name and contact information of the individual to the researcher)
If subject is a minor
Parental Consent: (Name of parent or guardian)
Via email:___________________ on this date _______________
(save and forward the email or text to the researcher)
OR
Verbal consent received by:_________________ on this date _____________
(provide the name and contact information of the individual to the researcher)
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Appendix F – Private Property Consent Form
Private Property Consent Form
This Private Property Consent Form is adapted from a Photovoice Private Property
Photography Release Form published in the Nova Scotia Participatory Food Costing Project of
the Nova Scotia Food Security Network’s Photovoice manual. It has been adapted to fit the
particular needs, circumstances and name of the researcher’s Photovoice project.

This form is included because they may take photos at or of a worksite, restaurant or other
privately owner venue where patrons or workers have a reasonable expectation of privacy.
Participants CAN just ask someone in charge for permission as well but if they are confronted
with concerns, this document may help with legitimacy and credibility of their purpose and
intent.
I, _____________________________________ [property owner or authorized representative]
give permission for _______________________________ [name of participant], as a Photovoice
participant in The Long Haul – Truckers, Trauma, and Resilience, to take photograph(s) of or on
my property.
I understand that this image(s) may be published and viewed by the general public, people from
my community, representatives from my industry, policy makers and others in the future.
If you have any questions, please contact:
researcher at

, or call or text the
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Via email:___________________ on this date _______________
(save and forward the email or text to the researcher)
OR
Verbal consent received by:_________________ on this date _____________
(provide the name and contact information of the individual to the researcher)
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